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advertorial

The award-winning Rocky Mountaineer takes 
guests on an inspiring, all-daylight journey 
through the Pacifi c Northwest and the 
Canadian Rockies.
 
Offering four unique rail routes over 65 different 
vacation packages, the Rocky Mountaineer 
experience is rich in culture, history, and natural 
wonders. Popular travel options include Rail 
and Cruise packages, which pair a rail journey 
through the Pacifi c Northwest, BC, and Alberta 
with a cruise through the awe-inspiring icebergs 
and scenery of Alaska.
 
Renowned for its luxurious glass-dome coaches, 
Rocky Mountaineer is considered by many to be 
one of the world’s ultimate travel experiences.  
Onboard, you’ll enjoy breathtaking views, 
gourmet cuisine, and interactive storytelling 
from your expert Hosts, creating a truly 
unforgettable travel experience.

Discover the 
Canadian Rockies by Rail

GOLDLEAF SERVICE

GOLDLEAF SERVICE

SILVERLEAF SERVICE

For further details on Rocky Mountaineer, please contact 
your Wexas Canada specialist on 020 7838 5958.
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Where do we go from here?
The first news item that flashed up this morning 
was far too familiar.  Every Syrian story we’ve seen 
for so  long now features photographs bright with 
phosphorus, words dim with sorrow.  Each day delivers 
a brand new ending there, a new but unsurprising 
headline here.  Today’s was ‘Overnight airstrikes on 
rebel-held Aleppo kill dozens’.  

Then I had a last read-through of the sharp and 
luminous account of that city, written for us by Nick 
Maes. I wanted to feature it as an ode to a place lost. 

Lost even to the citizens that remain, certainly lost to 
travellers. The only signpost to Syria is one of strife. 
Nick visited before darkness fell. His piece is full of 
saturated colour, of engaging individuals, of small 
intense pleasures, haggling, hammams, smells of 
delight and intoxication, cinnamon and tobacco.

It goes without saying that the FCO advises against all 
travel to Syria. It’s one of a long list of leave-off-the-list 
places now: Algeria, Libya, Iraq, Yemen, Afghanistan… 
all places with significant  cultural histories, but now 
off the itinerary, like museums with ‘closed’ signs. 
Temporary signs, hopefully, for a season, not a lifetime. 

The ropes are not yet up against the ornate doors of 
the treasure house that is Ethiopia. If Aleppo is one 
of the oldest cities in the world, Ethiopia has some of 
the oldest churches, the pigments of their murals an 
absolute dazzle. With its mountains and crags it’s also 
a physically striking country, and although Guy Everton 
in intrepid fashion chose rougher and less travelled 
roads for this issue, this remains an accessible and 
intruiging African destination.

And south of the border, and across the next 
border, between Kenya and Tanzania, one of the 
world’s greatest wildlife spectacles takes place. The 
wildebeest migration from the Mara to the Serengeti 
has to be witnessed for one to truly appreciate the 
excitement, the dust, the thud of thousands of hooves, 
the herds rushing across rivers in a frenzy.  Our picture 
story comes as close as photography can to the sheer 
drama of the event – the images, taken by Angie and 
Jonathan Scott almost pulsate with movement.

Jonathan Scott is also one of our interview guests 
in this issue, as is fellow WEXAS Honorary President 

Colonel John Blashford-Snell, who turns 80 this year 
and is still going strong and going everywhere. He was 
in Kenya this spring saving elephants. Jonathan Scott, 
British born but Kenya based, is of course best known 
for the Big Cat Diary series or as ‘the Lion Man’.

Less-well known than Africa’s Lion Man are India’s 
lion girls, the ‘Cat Women’ of Gir. Asiatic lions are only 
found in one Indian state, Gujarat, the last place in 
the world where you can see them in the wild. In 
Hindu mythology, the lion was the symbol of royalty, 
but princes and maharajahs were among those that 
hunted them almost to extinction. Those that survive 
are guarded by a team of ‘lady rangers’, as Kevin Pilley 
discovered on a recent trip to India. 

There’s more wildlife to wonder over in this 
issue. Duncan Mills found his way to Vancouver 
Island and a tiny settlement of 20 people, where 
cougars and grizzlies still roam. In David Yarrow’s 
photography piece, a wolf stalks along a bar counter 
in Ghost Town USA and penguins shuffle along 
Snow Hill in Antarctica.

And there’s some wild life too, with Oliver Balch 
dancing with the President in Bolivia, Alex Robinson 
finding an all but mystical healer in Lisbon and the 
tale of a place won on the toss of a coin – Venice Beach 
in California, its creation catalogued in our pages 
through a combination of contemporary photography 
and vintage postcards. 

There are still, and will always be, places we can 
revel in. Not least London, itself the subject of a now 
infamous travel advisory, published in  China Air’s 
in-flight magazine,  advising tourists not to go out 
alone at night,  adding that ‘precautions are needed 
when entering areas mainly populated by Indians, 
Pakistanis and black people.’  

I’d read the story just before walking to the office 
from Southwark station. Across the road, there is 
a Lebanese stall run by the Turkish friend of a friend. 
Next to him is Obama Burgers. Opposite them is 
Carnival Pot, a  Caribbean stall where I often stop and 
chat to the wise, kind and gentle owner, who has also 
become a friend.  We talked about the article, and 
sighed a little, but laughed a lot. There are advisories 
and there are advisories.  

Amy Sohanpaul
on places and their 
moments
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THE PEOPLE BEHIND OUR STORIES
Every issue we seek out today’s most distinguished and interesting travellers to contribute to the magazine

JOHN BLASHFORD-SNELL

is the explorer’s explorer, 
founder of Operations Drake 

and Raleigh and the Scientific 
Exploration Society – and still 
going strong as he turns 80.

SEE PAGE 110

JONATHAN & ANGELA SCOTT

are acclaimed wildlife 
photographers and TV 

documentary-makers based  
in Kenya. Their latest book  

is Sacred Nature.
SEE PAGES 14 & 30

NICK MAES

has survived a lynch mob in 
Jaipur, a hit-and-run in Hanoi 

and crocodiles in the Nile. 
When not travelling,  

he writes fiction.
SEE PAGE 66

DAVID YARROW

photographs remote 
landscapes and endangered 
animals. Royalties from his 
book Wild Encounters go to 

Tusk’s conservation projects.
SEE PAGE 82

JOUDIE KALLA

is a London-based chef 
with Palestinian roots, who 
specialises in the cooking of 
her motherland. Palestine on  

a Plate is her first book.
SEE PAGE 94

JUSTINE HARDY

is an acclaimed author  
and documentary-maker,  
a trauma psychotherapist  

and the founder  
of Healing Kashmir.

SEE PAGE 72

SIMON URWIN

is a TV producer turned 
award-winning travel and 

portrait photographer,  
and a passionate  

off-the-beaten tracker.
SEE PAGE 58

ALEXANDER KUMAR

is a British doctor who has 
worked and travelled in over 
90 countries, including being 

an expedition medic  
in remote regions.

SEE PAGE 107

DUNCAN MILLS

is a former deputy editor 
of Traveller who has visited 

65 countries and enjoys 
photographing wildlife  

and wild places.
SEE PAGE 40

GUY EVERTON

is a former travel agent 
and freelance writer who 

has recently travelled 
independently to Algeria, 
Zimbabwe and Ethiopia.

SEE PAGE 46

ALEX ROBINSON

is an award-winning writer 
and photographer whose 

latest guidebook is the Bradt 
Guide to Alentejo. He writes 

widely about Portugal.
SEE PAGE 24

OLIVER BALCH

is a freelance journalist 
specialising in business and 
world affairs, and the author 

of Viva South America!  
and Under the Tump.

SEE PAGE 34
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Sunset on the tiny island of Gili Trawangan must  
be one of the quietest moments on earth. Here on 
the western shore of a six-kilometre speck in the 
Java Sea, there are few roads, little electricity and 
no policemen: just sandy paths, coconut palms 
and the odd monitor lizard. Out to sea there are 
turtles and sharks and parrotfish and some of 
the best diving in Indonesia. On shore it’s a half 
hour walk to the main – and only – village, where 
beach shacks jostle with wooden bungalows in  
a modern-day beach-bum’s heaven.

There are three Gili islands: Trawangan, Air 
and Meno, around five kilometres’ voyage from 
Lombok. Trawangan is the largest, and has  
a hedonistic reputation for full-moon parties. 
The others are even smaller and quieter. All 
are ringed by coral reef, with 15 metres of 
underwater visibility. You can sail out to see  
the reef in glass-bottomed boats, or learn to dive 
here. Or just wander the empty interior, sprinkled 
with giant cacti and herds of goats. 

The coral is the main attraction and an ambitious 
project to renew it has been launched just 
offshore. Past damage from bleaching is being 
combatted with the installation of biorock –  
a series of steel bars wired to an electric current, 
which crystalises seawater minerals into 
limestone. This is a building block for reefs,  
and tests show that coral grows on it three  
to five times faster than normal. 

So as you sip a Bintang beer with the surf 
frothing around your toes, you can reflect on the 
resurgence of life in this remote  island cluster, 
safe from the travails of the outside world. 

Java 
sunset
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We’re pleased to announce 
that Dr Alasdair Harris has 
joined our distinguished 
roster of Honorary Presidents. Al is the founder and 
executive director of Blue Ventures, where he leads 
an interdisciplinary team of scientists and health 
practitioners in international marine conservation 
projects. His work focuses on developing scalable 
solutions to marine environmental challenges, 
pioneering approaches that make marine conservation 
make economic sense to coastal communities from 
Belize to Madagascar. He’s also a technical advisor 
to the United Nations Environment Programme, an 
honorary fellow of the University of Edinburgh School 
of Geosciences, and is widely published. His work was 
highly commended by HRH the Duke of Cambridge 
in the 2013 inaugural Tusk Conservation Awards, and 
he has received the IUCN World Conservation Union’s 
Young Conservationist Award. He is an ambassador 
for Australia’s penguins.

At this exclusive WEXAS members’ event, our Honorary President 
will talk about his recent and upcoming expeditions, including the 
Global Reach Challenge in aid of Marie Curie, in which he aims to 
become the fi rst person to cross both polar ice caps and summit the 
highest mountain on each of the seven continents.

Tickets for the event come in the form of a £20 donation to Marie Curie, 
a cause that Sir Ranulph is passionate about. ‘I feel compelled to keep 
setting myself these challenges to raise money for Marie Curie,’ he 
explains. ‘Since the death of my fi rst wife, Ginny, I’ve wanted to raise 
money to help Marie Curie Nurses care for people living with terminal 
illness and their families. Climbing fi ve mountains in a short space 
of time is going to be a defi nite challenge, especially Denali in Alaska, 
which only had an 18% success rate during this year’s season. But if it 
raises money for Marie Curie, then I would really like to have a go.’

Weds 28 September, One Birdcage Walk, London, tickets at wexas.com.

An evening with 
Sir Ranulph Fiennes

Wildlife photographer Jonathan Scott has been busy this season. 
In August his autobiography appeared, describing his lifetime journey 
from a Berkshire farm to the Serengeti. The Big Cat Man is available to 
readers at a 20% discount, reduced from £20 to £16, plus £2.50 p&p. 
(To claim, order the book at www.bradtguides.com and enter code 
‘WEXAS20’ at checkout, offer valid until 31 December 2016.) Then in 
September, Jonathan and his wife Angie produced a large-format 
book of their fi nest wildlife photos, Sacred Nature: Life’s Eternal Dance, 
reproduced on fi ne art paper. (Published by Kodansha at £39.) 

Now they're coming to London for two events where you can meet 
them. On 14 November Jonathan will talk at a fund-raising dinner for 

the Cheetah Conservation Fund alongside 
Fund founder Dr Laurie Marker. The 
evening includes a sumptuous dinner at 
the May Fair Hotel, pre-dinner Cheetah 
Cocktails, and an African-themed auction. 
(Tickets £140 from http://cheetah.org.uk.) 
And on November 30, Jonathan and Angie 
are giving a lecture entitled Sacred Nature, 
at the Royal Geographical Society, in aid of 
the Friends of Conservation. (Tickets from 
Eventbrite cost £25 plus booking fees.) 

NOTICEBOARD: THE LATEST NEWS FROM OUR HONORARY PRESIDENTS

Welcome 
aboard

Meet the cat people
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Georgia O’Keefe
until 30 october 
tate modern
Last chance to see this magnificent 
collection of over 100 of O’Keefe’s 
celebrated paintings of magnified 
flowers, animal skulls and New 
Mexico desert landscapes (below), 
marking the centenary of her 
trailblazing debut. £17.20/£15.40 
concessions, www.tate.org.uk.

BFI London Film Festival
5 to 16 october
various venues 
The sixtieth London Film Festival 
delivers another rich and diverse 
selection of the best international 
dramas, documentaries, short films 
and events. Highlights include 
the European premiere of Emma 
Asante’s A United Kingdom, with 
David Oyelowo and Rosamund 
Pike (above right) as the founding 
president of Botswana, Seretse 
Khama, and his English wife Ruth, 
whose secret marriage triggered  
a diplomatic crisis.  
www.bfi.org.uk/lff.

12

Above: Rosamund 
Pike and David 
Oyelowo in A 
United Kingdom.

Below: Black Mesa 
Landscape, New 
Mexico/Out Back of 
Marie’s II, Georgia 
O’Keefe, 1930.

Wildlife Photographer of the Year
21 october to 10 september 2017
national history museum
This year’s competition attracted 
50,000 entries from professionals 
and amateurs across 95 countries. 
A panel of international experts 
has narrowed these down to 100 
exceptional images, revealing the 
astonishing diversity of life on 
our planet and highlighting our 
vital role in protecting the natural 
world. As eye-opening as ever.
Adult from £10.50, concessions 
from £6.50, www.nhm.ac.uk.

Maps and the Twentieth Century: 
Drawing the Line
4 november to 1 march
british library
Through two World Wars, the 
moon landings and the digital 
revolution, this exhibition of 
extraordinary maps sheds new 
light on familiar and not-so-
familiar events and regions, from 
EH Shepard’s Hundred Acre Wood 
to deep space and the ocean floor.  
£12/£10/£5, www.bl.uk.

Crossing the Empty Quarter
29 november to 15 december
royal geographical society
Exhibition of the first and second 
expeditions across the epic Empty 
Quarter in Oman, in 1930 and 2016, 
with photos, maps and artefacts.
Admission free, www.rgs.org.

Adventure Travel Show
21 to 22 january
olympia london
The biggest annual gathering of 
adventure travel companies. Come 
and chat to experts at the WEXAS 
stand, and enjoy over 100 free talks.
Day £8/weekend £12, under-16 free, 
www.adventureshow.com.

©
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This exhibition provides an opportunity 
for the public to get to know the work 
of one of those exceptionally gifted and 
refined artists of the Dutch Golden Age, 
who has more recently slipped through 
the net of history but who deserves to 
be rediscovered as the great painter 
and draughtsman that he was. What’s 
more, his drawings provide a fascinating 
opportunity to see a seventeenth-
century Dutch artist at work: we can, as 
it were, look over his shoulder to see how 
he composed his landscapes. 
bart cornelis

CURATOR'S COMMENTAdriaen van de Velde: Dutch Master of Landscape
12 october to 15 january
dulwich picture gallery

This is the first UK exhibition devoted to one of 
the finest landscape artists of the Dutch Golden 
Age. Through collaboration with the Rijksmuseum, 
Amsterdam, over 60 paintings and exquisite 
preparatory drawings by this prolific but tragically 
short-lived artist (1636–72) are brought to London 
for the first time. It's a rare glimpse of a seventeenth-
century Dutch landscape painter at work, from 
conception to completion.

£12.50/£11.50/£7 concessions,
www.dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk.

Above: The beach 
at Scheveningen, 
Adriaen van de 
Velde, 1658.

©
 m
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The greatest danger in the greatest wildlife 
migration on earth is the Mara River. Here the 
giant crocodiles wait as thousands of wildebeest 
attempt to cross. 

Every year they come. In their wake follows the 
rest of the food chain – lions, cheetahs, hyenas, 
vultures – all preying on the great herds as they 
seek each season’s greenest grass.

It’s a numbers game. Around 1.5 million 
wildebeest are circling through the Mara-
Serengeti wilderness of Kenya and Tanzania, 
accompanied by 200,000 zebras. They cannot 
continue their annual walkabout unless 
they make it across the dark water where the 
predators lurk. 

Most will make it through, plunging headfirst 
into water thrashing with the tails of crocodiles.
But some – the young, the weak, the unwary – 
will be sacrificed.

Driving among these herds in a safari jeep is 
extraordinary. As far as you can see the trackless 
savannah is alive with movement. Vast lines 
of wildebeest, zebra and gazelle graze slowly 
through the long grasses. Leopards hide in 
the acacia trees, lions among the thorns.

And at the lip of the river, the trembling 
herbivores gather and wait, eyeing their 
enemies, gathering numbers until there 
are enough of them to break and run. 

Previous pages:
Thunderclouds announce 
the start of the rainy 
season, triggering the 
annual migration.

Above and right:
Wildebeest making a 
desperate run for safety.

picture this / serengeti
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These pages:
Crossing the Mara  
and Grumeti rivers is  
the riskiest moment  
in the entire cycle.

Overleaf:
The wildebeest migration 
is the largest wildlife 
spectacle on earth,  
with 400,000 calves  
born en route.

picture this / serengeti
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Floating  
in Venice

and eager for respite. I wished to indulge 
what Thomas Mann called  ‘a proclivity 
for the unorganized, the immeasurable, 
the eternal: for nothingness’. 

And so it proved. The days and nights 
that followed were constructed out of 
chance. I slipped out of my life and left 
no note behind. I discarded maps and 
guidebooks. 

On that first night I wandered through 
the alleys until I came to the piazza 
of Chiesa San Giacomo dell’Orio. The 
square was full of dancers, moving to 
the rhythm of Tango. The dance, the 
variant known as the Milonga, was a less 
melodramatic version but still bristled 
with passionate energy.

 A thin young woman sat next to me.  
She watched the dance for a few 
minutes and then got up and walked 
away, stopping when she reached the 
other side of the square. Here she paused 
again and watched. When the music 
ended, she strode purposefully into the 
throng and tapped an older man on  
the shoulder. 

I understood then that she had been 
carrying out a patient reconnaissance of 
prospective partners; she was searching 
for the true apasionado, a Tango master. 
Why be satisfied with something as 
transient as love, when she could find 
the eternal magic of the dance?

We arrived by night and crossed the 
lagoon towards the lights of the city.   
The boatman was sullen. He had kept  
us waiting and we upbraided him.  
Now he refused to speak at all. It recalled 
a scene from Thomas Mann’s novel 
Death In Venice. The principal character, 
Aschenbach, asks a gondolier, ‘What 
do you charge for a ride?’ The gondolier 
refuses to look at him and says, with  
an air of menace, ‘You will pay.’

I wondered how many seasons it had 
taken to leech our boatman of basic 
friendliness, how many tourists going 
back and forth, and how many ends of 
days when he realised that he would 
always be the driver and never the owner 
of the boat? Of course, it may well have 
been that he was simply a dullard and 
his tardy time-keeping nothing more 
than an ingrained carelessness. Either 
way, I decided to ignore him.

This oaf would not be allowed to ruin 
the spectacle of arrival. We followed the 
path of the wooden channel markers, 
through air that smelled of the fullness 
of a flooding tide – a ripe sea-scent that 
was still thick with the heat of the day – 
and on into the first quiet canals where 
we were the only travellers on water, but 
where lovers on foot wandered in the 
shadows of the lanes. 

I have not been a traveller, in the true 
sense of the word, for a long time. In 
recent years, I have jumped on and off 
planes and driven many thousands of 
miles, but this was always journeying 
with a purpose. Work defined the 
parameters of my travel. My cities were 
marginal zones.  My world was distorted. 
It was peopled by refugees and gunmen. 
I moved only among the desperate. 

Such a way of living can make inroads 
on a man’s sense of wonder. So I came 
to Venice a little weary with the world 

Words by Fergal Keane

‘The fortnight at Venice passed quickly and sweetly – perhaps too sweetly; I was drowning 
in honey, stingless. On some days life kept pace with the gondola, as we nosed through 
the side canals and the boatman uttered his plaintive musical bird-cry of warning; on 
other days with the speed-boat bouncing over the lagoon in a stream of sunlit foam;  
it left a confused memory of fierce sunlight on the sands and cool, marble interiors;  
of water everywhere, lapping on smooth stone, reflected in a dapple of light on painted 
ceilings; of a night at the Corombona palace such as Byron might have known, and 
another Byronic night fishing for scampi in the shallows of Chioggia, the phosphorescent 
wake of the little ship, the lantern swinging in the prow, and the net coming up full  
of weed and sand and floundering fishes….’  – Evelyn Waugh, Brideshead Revisited
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In Venice I learned to sleep a little 
later When I opened the shutters, 
there was always a bright sun. I took 
my coffee in a small stone garden, 
listening to the horns of the ferries 
as they departed from the pier at the 
bottom of the street.  

I met friends from Paris who showed 
me the Venice of their youth, the place 
where they had studied and fallen in 
love and whose simple joys they have 
spent years hoping to relive. This is 
not to say that they were unhappy in 

their present lives, but that Venice 
existed for them as a symbol of the 
most perfect independence they had 
ever known. There is, of course, never 
any returning to such a place. 

Through them I met the concert 
pianist Gabriele Gorog, a Venetian of 
Hungarian roots who lives in Paris. 
He fed us with melon and prosciutto 
and talked of religion and reason 
before we all decamped to the Lido. 
The heat drove us into the sea. 

I swam out as far as I could from the 
shore but could find no depth. There was 
nothing to do then but float, until I heard 
the voices of my friends calling me to 
shore. My days were passing sweetly. 

The writer is a BBC special 
correspondent. 

Illustration by Luke Walwyn. 
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The sun danced around the sky, whirligigging to the horizon.  
A psychedelia of lights arced in rainbows over a crowd of 
seventy thousand. And a goddess spoke through three children. 
A hundred years later, the crowded pilgrims’ way of crosses that 
mark the spot lead to the bone-white basilica of Fatima. It’s 
so bright under the glaring Portuguese sun that I’m forced to 
squint. My back is sweaty under twenty kilograms of camera 
bag. I’m tired. I want to stop taking pictures. And my shoulder’s 
killing me – an old injury from a cycling accident that ruptured 
my collar bone many years back. I have had it with Catholic 
kitsch. Maybe God can heal my shoulder? Now that would  
be a miracle….

I stop in the shade, camera hanging heavy around my neck. 
The crowd bustles past, but for one man who joins me. He’s 
middle-aged with a little beard, and looks spruce and fresh in 
his collared shirt and flannels, despite the heat. He smiles and 
offers a welcome swig of water from a handsome metal flask.

‘You’re not a pilgrim?’

‘Not at all – I’m working here.’

It piques his interest. ‘Ah… a sceptic then. Perhaps a journalist?’

‘Not a serious one,’ I explain. ‘Just travel – the usual internet list 
of interesting things to see and do around Lisbon. Custard tarts, 
castles, the beach at Cascais, Catholic kitsch in Fatima.…’ 

We walk beyond the basilica and I learn his name is Fernando, 
and that he’s an academic in Lisbon. Hearing that I plan to take 
the bus back to his city, he insists on offering a lift. It’s hot, I’m 
tired and his air-conditioned car will be far more comfortable.

words
Alex Robinson

The kindness  
of strangers

Top right: The beach  
at Cascais, Lisbon’s 
summer playground.

Bottom right: Rossio 
Square in the centre 
of the city.
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‘I will share some interesting things with you along 
the way,’ he tells me. ‘Who knows, perhaps they’ll 
even make it into your article.’

The country beyond Fatima looks as tired as I am.  
We pass through Chancelaria – a scruffy concrete 
village empty of young people. Old widows in black 
sit on doorsteps. Washing waves in the light breeze. 
Cats rush up alleys. 

Then we’re winding past cork oak and olives, and 
butterflies fill the air. A snake slithers across the 
road – a sinuous S, swift on the tarmac and lost in 
a glance into roadside scrub. After half an hour, we 
reach Torres Novas – a huddle of terracotta and 
whitewash clustered in the ox-bow of a river around 
a hilltop Crusader castle. It’s magazine-spread pretty 
and I grab for my camera. 

But Fernando whizzes on into the dull suburbs and 
stops outside a big modern church. It’s ungainly, two 
castellated towers squatting over a cracked concrete 
façade behind an abandoned concrete car park.

Fernando beckons me to the church. We try the 
door. It’s firmly shut. But for a few spent flowers on 
the doorstep desiccated by the sun, the place feels 
sterile and forgotten. 

‘Welcome to the Fatima the church rejected,’ 
says Fernando. ‘This church was built by Maria da 
Conceição – an illiterate peasant like the children of 
Fatima. She is said to have performed miracles. She 
spoke with the Virgin and gathered a cult around her 
even greater than Lucia, Jacinta and Francisco. But 
the church didn’t believe. She was excommunicated 
and is now forgotten.’

‘Why?’ I ask. ‘I would have thought the Catholics 
craved miracles.’

He smiles ruefully. ‘Not all miracles are – how shall  
I put it? – useful.’

‘In fact,’ he continues, ‘there have been some twenty 
thousand supposed apparitions of the Virgin. Fifteen 
are recognised by the church.’

We climb out of Terras Novas into the green hills and 
escarpments of the Aire and Candeeiros mountains. 
Ruined stone houses lie forlorn on distant hillsides. 
Chalk hills drop into sloping valleys cut by rushing 

brooks. Fernando tells me the mountains are honey-
combed with caves and dotted with prehistoric sites.

‘Like the Incas and the Irish, the ancient Portuguese 
lived in a sacred landscape. There were far more 
standing stones here than in your islands. And every 
other village had a sacred spring, holy well or grotto, 
before Christianity came here. Even before the 
Romans. These hills are filled with stories, of people 
who have communed with the spirits of nature, for 
good and bad – sprites in sacred springs, demons at 
crossroads, werewolves, mysterious healers filled 
with the power of the Lusitanian god Endovelicus.’

The road drops from the hills into another cluster of 
villages. We pull up outside a little café in Alcobertas, 
where old men in cloth caps drink thick bica coffees 
from tiny cups and waiters in bow ties serve the 
local cake, the local cheese and bread that crackles 
when you pick it up from a wicker basket.

The day is cooling and, even though my shoulder 
is still agony, I’m enlivened by the coffee. We take a 
stroll through the sleepy village and reach another 
church, a whitewashed façade overlooked by a bell 
tower. Like the town, it’s modest. Unremarkable. 
Fernando walks behind the building, to a huddle of 
lichen-covered stones topped by a terracotta roof.

It takes me a few minutes to realise what it is. 
And for the first time in days, I’m astounded. This 
is a dolmen? Yes, it is: a megalithic stone circle 
transformed into a tiny baroque chapel, complete 
with eighteenth-century azulejo tiles and a  
shrine. It’s as pagan as Yuletide. And as Catholic  
as Christmas.

We’re into Lisbon now and the sights that will 
fill my article. There’s the Belem tower, lapped by 
the blue Tagus, where Portugal’s mariners left to 
claim the world for Christendom. There’s the great 
Hieronymite monastery, adorned with filigrees of 
Gothic carving. That great captain Vasco da Gama, 
who took the Eastern trade routes from Islam, 
prayed here to the Virgin for guidance before his 
voyages – like the children of Fatima. He’s buried 
inside in a lavish tomb. And there’s the Carmelite 
Convent founded by Nuno Álvares Pereira, the 
richest man in Portugal, who gave up his wealth  
to become a contemplative barefoot monk.

Top left: The 
sixteenth-century 
Belem Tower, Lisbon.

Bottom left: The 
rocky coastline of 
Cascais.
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And then Fernando drops me at the hotel as the sun 
sinks over the Rossio. I thank him. We embrace  
and I grab my bag, hoist it to a still painful shoulder 
and head inside.

The friendly woman behind reception notices  
my stoop.  

‘Your shoulder is still hurting?’

I tell her it’s an old injury. It’ll be OK after a rest.  
But she insists that I hang on. 

‘You were the same this morning,’ she says, 
motheringly.

She calls a friend. They speak in Portuguese.  
It’s about me.

‘You go and see this woman at this address,’ she says, 
handing me a scribbled piece of paper and marking 
the route on a map. ‘Just try it. She can help you.’

I look embarrassed. 

‘She’s from my village in the Alentejo,’ the woman 
reassures me. ‘It’s not a problem. She will massage 
your shoulder. It will feel much better. You can give 
her a few euros if you like afterwards. She likes  
to help people.’

Well, why not? It will at least be interesting. So  
I dump my bags in my room and am soon clamber-
ing through the alleys of Alfama between the water-
front and the old Moorish castle. The sun has left an 
orange spill on the horizon which reflects in the rip-
pling Tagus. The castle hulks above me, dark against 
a sky deepening into peacock blue. 

The Alfama is a maze – street bars, untidy houses, 
cafes, tiny restaurants, touristy fado clubs. I’ve taken 
a wrong turn and am lost. After asking directions,  
I somehow arrive outside a rickety door in a tiny back 
street barely wide enough for the sheets that span 
it, drying in the night air. I knock.

A plump, thirty-something woman with a face 
reddened by long exposure to the sun answers. 

Am I Alex? She’s dressed in old tracksuit bottoms 
and a stained white T-shirt. Her hair is uncombed. 

Not what I expected. Is it safe?

Then her big face opens into a broad, brown-toothed 
smile. Her eyes are captivating – as deep and green 
as a waterfall pool in the mountains. I decide it’s OK.

‘Lucia,’ she says and holds out a hand. Then I follow 
her through a dark corridor to a dark back room, 
lit only with a shaft of light spilling from a bare 
bulb. The air is musty. She lights candles, asks me to 
remove my shirt and sits me in a rusting metal chair. 
Then she switches on an old cassette recorder. It’s 
Gregorian chant. Incense smokes up from a small 
burner in the corner.

I look around. A huge poster of the Virgin is blue-
tacked on the wall. A battery-powered plastic 
Madonna sits on a mantelpiece, lit from within. 
Lucia begins to chant. Our Father. Hail Marys.  
Glory Be. It’s all very kitsch. But very strange.  
How did I come to be here?

The room seems part of the mountain that sits 
under the Alfama, dank and cave-like under the 
heady incense. Then she lays her hands on me. They 
are big and meaty. And they’re filled with warmth. 
Inner warmth. She twists my upper arm. My 
shoulder pops. It’s getting hot now. Inside. Now  
the joint seems fluid. My scapula rises and – click – 
something goes into place. The pain is gone. The 
shoulder moves. I feel a stone lighter. 

I’m astonished. I thank her warmly and ask her how 
much she charges. She laughs, waves aside the 
money, bustles me to the door. And waves goodbye. 

Outside the air is scented with honeysuckle. The 
grid of eighteenth-century Lisbon spreads below in 
elegant lines of lights that twinkle off the dragon’s-
tooth paving. And as the clutter of trams and the 
toot of horns float up through the evening air,  
a light shower begins to fall, bathing every vein of 
the city in such liquor of which virtue engendered  
is the flower.…

Top Right: A fountain 
in Empire Square, 
Lisbon.

Bottom Right: 
Monument to the 
Discoveries and the 
Mosaic Map, on the 
waterfront at Lisbon.
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The call 

wild

 Jonathan Scott sweeps into the Traveller offices 
from time to time, always just in from Africa. 
With him he brings the suggestion of red dust 
and a hint of the wild, stories from the savannah 
of lions and leopards. He is based mostly in the 
Masai Mara, but also in Nairobi, in a house from 
where he and his beloved wife Angie look out 
towards the blue-ridged folds of the Ngong Hills, 
immortalised by Karen Blixen in Out of Africa. 
Nairobi is the city of my childhood, so I hang on 
to his every word of reports from that crazed city, 
updates on the new pavement cafes, the old bars 
where people still spend all day, the whirlygig 
politics, always changing, always the same.

But it’s not a shared sense of place that makes 
Jonathan’s stories so compelling. He’s a man of 
infectious enthusiasm, vision and compassion, 
and never fails to inspire. He spoke a few years 
ago at the Travellers’ Tales Festival, organised 
at the Royal Geographical Society by myself 
and Traveller’s last editor, Jonathan Lorie. The 
speakers were many and varied, all the great and 
good travel writers and photographers. When 
Jonathan and Angie arrived, the whole feel-good 
factor of the event felt even better. Many of the 
attendees were there to explore the idea of a 

top wildlife photographer jonathan scott speaks 
to amy sohanpaul about african adventures

of the
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career in travel writing or photography, alluring 
but notoriously difficult fields to make a living 
in. With great warmth, he made every person 
there feel they could do anything at all. 

One reason for this might relate to the 
beginnings of his own career. As he came to the 
end of his zoology degree in Ireland, his professor 
asked, ‘OK Jonathan, what next?’ Jonathan said 
he wanted to do something involving wildlife. 
‘Do you have a private income?’ the professor 
replied. Today Jonathan smiles as he recounts the 
memory: ‘What he was really saying to me was – 
you’d better be like the rest of us. Natural history 
is a pastime, not a career.’ 

We’re chatting in the sunshine outside a London 
pub, and although he’s comfortable wherever 
he is, he looks slightly out of place street-side in 
urban Britain. That may be because we see him 
as the man in the Mara, presenter of the popular 
BBC TV series Big Cat Diary, living with lions, 
finding leopards, ducking as a cheetah perches 
on the roof of his Land Rover.

But he shouldn’t seem at odds with London, just 
because he  has that bronzed look of Africa about 
him now. His childhood was solidly, stolidly 
English and he loved it. “My mum and dad lived 
in London. My dad was an architect who served 
with distinction during the war. He came back 
having survived that, and blow me if he hadn’t 
died within a couple of years of a brain tumour, 
at the age of 42. 

‘You can imagine the joy, two little kids born 
after my dad came back from the war. Then 
suddenly he’s gone, dead from a brain tumour.

‘He had bought a little farm in Berkshire and had 
always dreamed of retiring there. So my mum, 
knowing he would have wanted his kids to grow 
up in the countryside, to be close to nature, sold 
the place in London and took us to the farm. We 
were brought up on there and that’s where I 
discovered the wonder of nature. 

‘I was inseparable from my sister Caroline. We 
would constantly be exploring the fields and 
hedgerows and forests. We’d see hares, we’d see 
stoats, we’d see badgers and foxes. And I just 
loved it, loved natural history. 

‘I collected cigarette cards of Peter Scott’s 
paintings of British wildlife, every copy of 
Animals magazine since it came out in 1963, I 
sat in the cinema and watched Born Free, Joy 
and George Adamson releasing Elsa the lioness 
into the wild in Kenya. And I knew I wanted do 
something with wildlife.’

Which takes us back to that discouraging 
professor. And Jonathan’s driving-seat 
personality, which involved pursuing his long 
held dream. ‘I had always dreamt of going to 
Africa. I joined an overland trip – two Bedford 
trucks leaving London for Johannesburg. The 
Sahara, West Africa, the rainforests of Central 
Africa, and when we got to East Africa, that’s 
when I thought – “Bingo, this is it!” East Africa 
was the Africa I had fallen in love with, that I’d 
seen on television. It’s special.’

Jonathan arrived in South Africa at the end of 
those four months on the road. It was here, in the 
mid-70s, that he immersed himself in the art of 
drawing wildlife. His father had been a talented 
artist and Jonathan, who had always been able 
to draw, started to visit the many galleries in 
Johannesburg to hone his own technique. He 
continued to work on this in Botswana, his next 
stop, where he spent time on a houseboat with 
Tim Liversedge and his wife June. Tim was a 
naturalist and photographer, his wife a cordon 
bleu cook, and together they hosted visitors who 
wanted the wildlife experience up close.

It was a hint, for Jonathan, that it might be 
possible to make a living following passions and 
dreams. Back in Kenya, bit by bit, he realised that 
dream. His drawings funded him some of the 
way, a chance invitation to act as the in-house 
naturalist at the Mara River Camp did the rest. 
He had no wages, but the thrill of being in the 
bush, close to big cats, was recompense enough. 
His autobiography, The Big Cat Man, is not only 
full of his exquisite illustrations of wildlife big 
and small, and bonkers episodes and encounters 
with larger-than-life people as well as animals, it 
is also suffused with a sense of gratitude – and of 
coming home.

Two turning points followed – the sort that 
happen when you are in the right place for you, 
doing the right thing for you, at the right time. 
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The first was that the BBC were in the Mara 
looking for someone to present its animals in 
a different way, particularly the big cats that 
Jonathan had drawn and studied in intimate 
detail. This led to Big Cat Diary fame.

The second was meeting his wife Angie, 
who had been brought up in Africa herself, 
in Tanzania. There is no conversation with 
Jonathan that doesn’t involve Angie. Seeing 
them together is like watching a Hollywood 
rom-com, but in a genuine way: it’s a love affair 
suited to the epic landscapes they inhabit. And 
there’s something about Angie, apart from the 
obvious good looks: an infinite kindness. They 
married in the Mara in 1992. 

Together they built a success, with Angie quietly 
doing those less exciting but so necessary things 
– embracing new technology, making sure that 
as the world of photography zoomed from film 
to digital, from small photo agencies to huge 
libraries that they would be able to carry on 
taking the images they believed in. And she has 
become an outstanding wildlife photographer 
in her own right: they are the only couple to have 
both won the Wildlife Photographer of the Year 
Competition, Jonathan in 1987, Angie in 2002.

A few years ago, during one of his visits to 
London, Jonathan was, for the first time, a  bit 
distracted. It turned out that Angie was facing 
serious surgery for a cranial aneurism. It’s 
described in his searingly honest autobiography 
– the hours waiting for her to come out of the 
theatre, the not knowing, and the blessed 
reprieve: ‘I fell to my knees and sobbed from a 
place so deep inside me that I was beyond words 
to describe my relief and elation.’

After that, they both came back to what they 
do best – capturing wildlife in a way that catches 
the imagination, and inspiring people in the 
way their documentaries and lectures do, in 
a painstakingly gorgeous wildlife photography 
book, Sacred Nature. 

‘This is what Angie and I really want to do, this 
is our mission, with Sacred Nature, Angie’s 
brainchild. With that book, we want to inspire 
people. Not necessarily to do something with 
wildlife, but that you can do things as a couple, 
you can have a relationship and a career following 
a dream. Or – and this we find important, that if 
you’re young and it’s hard – you don’t give up. I 
failed the exam to get into my first school, Christ’s 
Hospital, a wonderful school, my dad went there, 

guest / jonathan scott

These pages: Scenes and 
snippets from Sacred 
Nature by Jonathan 
and Angela Scott.
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my sister was there, my godfather went there. But I 
got another chance at it and did get there. Because 
what you do in life will be about determination to 
get to your goal.

‘And if you believe that, and don’t let other people 
put you off – because they don’t always have your 
deeper, best interests at heart – it will work out. I 
met people who used to say – “You’re not a very 
good photographer, you’ll never make it.” And that 
professor said – “There are no careers out there for 
people wanting to work with wildlife, just hobbies.” 

‘Don’t be put off by what other people say. If you 
are going to step back or give up, you be the one to 
decide that. Don’t be the 50-year-old or even the 
30-year-old who is sitting thinking – “I would have 
loved to have done that. That’s what I should have 
done.” Don’t do any of that. Go and do it. Want to be 
a pilot? Take the exam. Work hard. You’ll manage 
it. You want to become a photographer? Become 
one. Even if you just take your iPhone out and start 
shooting: start. 

‘And do you know what, many years later, after 
that professor’s dispiriting words, one of the 
lecturers from that university wrote to me and 
said, “I’m so glad you didn’t follow our advice.”
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Word had it that the President was an approachable 
kind of guy. ‘Just rock up,’ my contact had told me. 
‘You’ve got a press pass, right?’ I did, although it 
needed renewing. ‘They won’t check. You’ll be fine.’

It all sounded hair-brained. What kind of country 
allows you to knock on the President’s door and 
request an interview, just like that? So I put 
the whole thing off for a few days and went 
sightseeing instead

I hadn’t been to La Paz since my early twenties, 
the best part of a decade before. As my first taste 
of South America, Bolivia sparked a life-long 
fascination with the continent. I’ve travelled all 
over Sudamérica since then, but Bolivia remains 
my magnetic north, the country that forever tugs 
at my imagination. 

‘So, you’ve got a job lined up then, presumably.’ 
Graduation day, my university supervisor’s parting 
gambit. ‘Bank or something, is it?’ No, I told him, I’m 
off to Bolivia. He looked aghast.

The pleasure of that phrase. The pleasure of that 
look. ‘Bo-liv-i-a.’ Four simple syllables containing 
a whole world of possibilities, a lifetime of 
alternatives. Salt flats, mines, jungles, llamas, 
Incas, Bolívar, coca, Quechua, animism, Jesuits, 
oil, quinoa, silpancho. If ever a ‘no’ was a ‘yes’, it 
was this. 

So beloved Bolivia. Back once more. An overnight 
bus from the Argentine border to Potosí, another 
to Cochabamba, then one more to La Paz. Alighting 

words
Oliver Balch

Dancing with 
the President

at 3,500 metres above sea level. If I had altitude 
sickness, I didn’t know it. My body was too 
pummelled by potholes to register. Another  
reason my interview-chasing could wait.

Heavy-legged and travel-sore, I wandered the 
streets with my guidebook. But, really, how do you 
sight-see in the fissures of a prehistoric crater? Yes, 
the markets are wonderfully colourful. Yes, the 
churches are remarkably atmospheric. But when 
your capital city is effectively a mountaineer’s 
base camp, surely everything is a sight, right? 
Terrace houses clinging to the cliff sides, snow-
tipped peaks for skyscrapers, cars with altimeters. 
The entire place is mad.    

Mad enough, in fact, that I finally resolved to 
head down to the Old City and pay a call to the 
Presidential Palace. At the gate, a guard gave 
my papers a cursory glance. ‘Adelante, señor.’ 
Inside I went.

A few minutes later, I was sitting on a chair in 
the modestly decorated office of the President’s 
communications team. Two officials were on duty, 
one grumpy, the other marginally less so. Evo 
Morales, Bolivia’s first indigenous President, was 
looking down from a picture frame above their 
heads. At least he was smiling.

‘Your business?’ asked the grumpy one. I’m 
a journalist, I told him, is the President home? 
I explained my hopes for a brief interview. 
‘No,’ he said, ‘Mr Morales is away on important 
business. In Oruru, at the carnival.’ 

Right: A Bolivian  
stamp showing 
Evo Morales 
with the caption 
‘First Indigenous 
President’.
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Oh well, I tried. I turned on my heels and headed 
to the door. ‘But he will be back this evening. He’ll 
be giving a press conference at 6pm. Bring your 
press card.’ 

So that evening, I was back at the Palace in Murillo 
Square. A different guard, the same indifference. 
‘The press conference, where is it?’ He looked at 
me quizzically, then smiled. I was waved through. 
‘Down the corridor, on your left.’ 

I followed his instructions. The palace, a modest 
colonial building dwarfed by the cathedral next 
door, felt empty. My shoes clacked noisily on the 
hard floor. I began to wonder where everyone was. 

Then I heard music, quiet at first, then louder.  
A folkloric tune: panpipes, whistles, the muffled 
beat of a drum. It grew louder. Then singing.  
Or was it? It sounded more like chanting. 

eyewitness / bolivia

Above: The neo-
classical buildings 
of the Presidential 
Palace in Plaza 
Murillo reflect 
Bolivia’s Spanish 
colonial past.

Right: A more recent 
street mural reflects 
contemporary life. 
Bolivia has the 
highest proportion  
of indigenous 
people in any South 
American country.

Opposite: The 
suburbs of La Paz,  
the highest capital 
city in the world,  
at 3,500 metres 
above sea level. 
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A doorway loomed into view. I walked towards 
it. The tempo of rhythm suddenly sped up. The 
thump, thump of a wooden mallet on taut hide 
filled the air with festival levity. 

The doorway opened into a spacious ceremonial 
hall, its wood-panelled walls hung with oil 
paintings of moustachioed presidents. A wide set 
of stairs led to an internal balcony. On the top step 
stood Evo. 

What followed remains the most extraordinary 
press conference I have ever attended. Not only 
was there hardly any press (just me and two 
camera crews from the national news networks): 
there was no ‘conferencing’ either. No speech, no 
questions, no nothing. Just dancing. 

For no sooner had I stepped into the hall, than 
Bolivia’s smiling, light-footed President swept 
down the stairs and into the middle of the room. 
Milling around the floor stood his entire cabinet, 
plus nine pretty girls – one for each of Bolivia’s nine 
counties, all of them dressed in regional costume. 

Throwing back his head, the mop-haired premier 
threw himself into the mix, whisking one of the 
girls by the arm and waltzing her expertly around 
the room. They skipped and whirled, spun and 
turned. Round and round he twirled her, until her 
pleated skirts resembled a cyclone of pink and 
blue. Dutiful ministers joined the dancing throng. 
Dotting the room, loyal retainers clapped and 
cheered as loyal retainers should. 

Then a band of flautists joined the dance. The 
gallivanting President invited another dancer 
to the floor, then another. Spiralling bodies filled 
the room. Everything became a blur of music and 
motion. Up into the air confetti and coca leaves 
floated. Around necks, floral garlands flew. Roars  
of merriment. The final twirl. A kiss. A bow.  
The President took a breather. 

Still no speech. Instead, into the hall stepped  
three extravagantly dressed yatiris, elders from 
the historic Inca town of Tiwanaku. Like Macbeth’s 
witches, the poncho-wearing trio huddled 
together in the middle of the room, where an  
open fire had been laid. 

With rice and petals and muttered incantations, 
the Aymara priests fed the flames. A wispy spiral 
of white smoke drifted up towards the high, gilded 
ceiling. The old presidents looked on, unimpressed. 
With the clear smoke climbed words of blessing, 
for Pachamama and perhaps for the President too. 
Then the yatiris began to dance, skipping around 
the fire, flames licking at their ankles. 

At the ceremony’s climax, a slender dancer in 
a figure-hugging tunic leapt forward from the 
crowd. Lustrous petals lit her dark, flowing hair. 
In her delicate hand was the curled shape of a 
cow horn. With utmost solemnity, she lifted 
the ancient instrument to her delicate mouth. 
Eyes closed, head arched back, lips pursed. 
An imperceptible breath.
 
Then it came, echoing eerily through the vaulted 
room, the slow, drawn-out wail of prehistory. 
Haunting, primordial, the horn wakening the 
palace to a new dawn. And then, as though it were 
all a dream, the President was gone. 

I never got my interview. What I had heard as a 
charla (press conference) turned out to be a Ch’alla 
– a thanksgiving to Pachamama, the Mother Earth. 
‘Bo-liv-i-a.’ A land of deep wonder, where cities 
spring from the crust of the earth and presidents 
dance above the clouds. Don’t book ahead:  
just rock up. 

Opposite: Built  
inside a vast crater, 
the wealth of La Paz 
is defined by altitude. 
Affluent tower blocks 
fill the base of the 
bowl while poorer 
shanties scramble  
up the rocky sides.
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Vancouver Island, off the west coast of Canada, 
is home to some truly spectacular wildlife – and 
Telegraph Cove is without a doubt one of the best 
places to see it. This remote coastal community lies 
on the Johnstone Strait, a deep blue channel that 
separates the 460-kilometre-long island from the 
mainland of British Columbia.

The community here, now 20 strong, grew out 
of a one-room station of the telegraph line from 
Campbell River, 200 kilometres to the south-east, 
which opened in 1911. Backed by Japanese investors, 
local pioneer Fred Wastell subsequently set 
up a salmon saltery and a sawmill. A huddle of 
workers’ huts were constructed along a stilted 
walkway over the water’s edge to provide snug, 
basic accommodation for the hardy souls willing 
to join him in this tranquil yet remote outpost.

Today the huts have been given a fresh lick of 
maple-red paint, and a few seasonal souvenir 
shops have opened along the boardwalk, as well 
as a fascinating museum. Visitors can spend 
the night in one of the log cabins, or park up in a 
camp ground 10 minutes’ walk away. Arriving in 
the late afternoon, I check in at the resort offi ce 
and information centre, collect the keys to my hut 
and savour a pleasant amble along the boardwalk 
as the light begins to fade, quickly, as it often does 
in wild places. words and pictures

Duncan Mills
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wild 
show
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Beside the walkway are a few wooden carts and 
weathered old trucks. As I approach my hut, I notice 
two oars, one broken, standing sentinel like totem 
poles. Their small part in the history of Telegraph 
Cove is soon revealed, as a gentle chatter of voices 
leads me to the community’s solitary pub, where 
campers and would-be loggers eat bowls of hearty 
food beneath thick yellow cedar beams and drink 
dark beers – or something stronger – to ward off  
the night-time chill. 

‘A few years ago a cougar came down onto the 
boardwalk and grabbed Buddy, a dog of one of 
the folks who lived here,’ says our waitress, who 
is working the summer here before returning to 
university on the mainland. ‘A French couple saw 
what was happening and picked up two oars that 
had laid in that spot for years, and used them to 
fend off the cougar.’

Buddy survived the attack, though he lost his 
sight from the crushing of the cougar’s jaws. The 
story remains very much part of local legend, like 
Telegraph Cove’s own Hound of the Baskervilles. In 
fact, it’s still in my mind the next morning, when 
I see large, padded footprints in spilled cooking 
oil behind the pub kitchen. They belong, I’m told, 
to another night-time visitor: a nosy bear that 
occasionally rummages around after dark. 

Previous pages: 
Vancouver Island  
is a top location for 
spotting dolphins 
and whales.

Right: This tiny 
settlement of 20 
people grew out of 
a telgraph station 
opened in 1911.

Above: The entire 
community meets  
at the single 
waterside pub.
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The locals are unfazed. They say the really big 
ones – the grizzlies – are found further north at 
Knight Inlet, where they gather to feast on salmon 
returning to the Glendale River. Helicopter tours to 
Knight Inlet can be arranged from Telegraph Cove, 
but the resort’s biggest attraction lies out to sea. 
For while this was once a base for logging and fish 
canning, today it’s known as one of the world’s best 
whale-watching spots. 

Killer whales (also known as orcas) are the star 
turn, and there’s a great chance of seeing them in 
the Robson Bight (Michael Bigg) Ecological Reserve 
if you join a guided kayak tour or a boat trip with 
Stubbs Island Whale Watching. Rising early, I wrap 
up warmly and join the first boat tour of the day.  
I couldn’t be luckier: it’s the perfect day to be on  
the water. The calm, deep blue waters reflect 
sparkling views of the surrounding rocky shore  

canada / eyewitness
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and pine-clad forests. Across the channel can 
be seen the snow-tipped peaks of the Coastal 
Mountains on the mainland of British Columbia.

After guiding us gently out of the cove, the ship’s 
captain catches sight of something in the distance, 
opens up the throttle and leads us into water 
that feels increasingly choppy. As we approach, 
it becomes clear that the movement of the water 
is caused by a vast pod of dolphins, perhaps 
200-strong. They leap, splash and surf in the wake 
of our boat, then dive and reappear first on one side, 
then the other. They are playful but also skittish and 
our tour guide, a maritime scientist, says their fast 
movements may indicate the presence of transient 
orcas nearby. 

‘Transient orcas eat marine mammals rather than 
salmon and other fish, which is the diet of resident 
orcas,’ he says. ‘Transients hunt as a group, stalking 
their prey, sometimes for several hours. They’ve 
been known to feast on seals, porpoises, dolphins 
and even other whales.’

Sure enough, a group of four orcas soon surface  
to shoot water from their blowholes, as if taunting 
the dolphins, which are now swimming fast out of 
harm’s way. The orcas are also known as Bigg’s killer 
whales, after Canadian marine biologist Michael 
Bigg, who undertook the first major research into 
killer whales in the 1970s. Bigg photographed the 
whales and identified individual animals through 
their unique markings, and research continues  
in this protected reserve that bears his name. 

We watch them circle, leap and blow more water, 
before returning to Telegraph Cove past forested 
inlets and rocky outcrops. We spot seals basking 
on rocks and bald eagles on the tops of enormous 
pines. Other eagles tear at fish with their large 
talons on craggy ledges. 

I feel blessed, but there’s still time for one more 
treat, as a pair of humpback whales appear on  
the surface for a few minutes, before diving into  
the deep, their tail flukes rising in farewell.

eyewitness / canada

Above: Vast pods  
of dolphins frolic  
in the Robson Bight 
(Michael Bigg) 
Ecological Reserve.

Right: The wooden 
walkway is littered 
with rusting trucks.
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It was pouring in Gondar when I arrived. 
Policemen in navy blue and soldiers in fatigues 
flanked the streets, huddling together in doorways, 
rifle muzzles protruding from waterproof ponchos, 
faces etched with brooding menace. Windows 
around them bore the marks of strife, a polka-
dotting of punctures joined by jagged fractures. 
Lunchtime it may have been, but those people still 
outdoors moved in a wary hush like students in  
an exam hall. The city was on edge.

We had been warned. Back in Bahir Dar, we’d 
heard that several people had been killed by 
gunfire in an inter-ethnic dispute between local 
Amhara peasants and the Tigray-sympathising 
government. Internet access was restricted and 
public buses, we were told, had been cancelled.  
But lying between us and the Semien Mountains –  
a towering range of crag, cliff and cloud that 
surveys the bumpy uplands of Ethiopia below – 
Gondar could not be bypassed. And so in Bahir Dar, 
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our new friend Winston had introduced us to chirpy 
entrepreneur Solomon, to whom we had paid a 
large sum of money for his driver, Samuel, to take  
us to Gondar and beyond. 

The road from Bahir Dar runs fairly straight across  
a lush plain of ox-ploughed fields and paddies 
before coiling into more contoured territory.  
On this route, rural traffic had right of way. Over-
burdened donkeys, mules drawing traps, roaming 
zebu and flocks of skinny sheep fanned out as they 
pleased, martialled casually by slender herdsmen, 
bare-footed and bare-legged up to the hem of their 
tightly swaddled shawls. The only signs of unrest 
here were disgruntled bleats and lows, as impatient 
horns hooted a path through their midst.

This all changed when we reached Gondar and 
the rain started to fall. Past the damaged windows 
and at-ease soldiers, the city’s main boulevard 
rose uphill to Meskel Square and hugged the vast 
fortress wall of Fasil Ghebbi. Samuel pulled up near 
one of its gates and we hopped out. ‘I wait by the 
exit, see you in 15 minutes. There not much time,  
I want sleep in Bahir Dar tonight.’

We took a lot longer than 15 minutes. Concealed 
behind the outer wall was Emperor Fasil’s 
seventeenth-century stone keep, one of the major 
cultural landmarks of Ethiopia. To us, the shelter it 
provided was of far more importance. Cowering in 
the great hall, we surveyed the gathering downpour 
through a loophole, ventured out during a lull and 
dodged from one outbuilding to another as if in 
urban combat. Eventually we reached the exit gate, 
but it was bolted, its keeper nowhere to be seen.

Nor was anyone else – weather conditions and 
civil unrest had seen to that. Trudging back to the 
entrance, the scent of coffee cut through the eerie 
compound, luring us to a shady corner covered by  
a tarpaulin awning suspended from the crumbling 
walls. Two women crouched over a wood-burning 
stove, a gang of men reposing on benches sipped 
the national drink.

Previous pages:  
Ethiopia has some  
of the oldest 
churches in the 
world, characterised 
by richly figured 
murals in bright 
colours.

Above: In the remote 
highlands, children 
start looking after 
their family herds at 
an early age.

Opposite: Ethiopia’s 
mountains are a 
major source of  
rivers in the neigh-
bouring countries,  
including the  
mighty Nile.
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We joined them and were soon presented with 
our own steaming cups, as always in Ethiopia 
accompanied by a crucible of glowing coals and 
smouldering incense. Beyond the walls and the 
pitter-patter of rain, we could hear a commotion 
somewhere in the city, but here felt safe and cosy  
in spite of the damp. After getting the Premier 
League small-talk out of the way, we tried 
discussing the riots with the men. 

‘These people, they just bandits trying to get 
money,’ one said. ‘They have a lot of guns.’ 

‘So it’s not about Tigray?’

‘No, no. These are bandits.’

I don’t think they really knew or cared what the 
unrest was about. I’d heard that riots break out 
every six months in Gondar. But we cared, because 
when we eventually met with Samuel he had bad 
news: ‘Police shut the road, I go back to Bahir Dar.’ 

That wasn’t an option for us. Solomon phoned. ‘It’s 
not safe there,’ he said. ‘You should leave, come  
back to Bahir Dar. I get you a car to Lalibela, nice  
car, air condition, just ten thousand birr.’ 

Thanks, but no thanks. We’d stick it out in Gondar 
and see if the road opened in the morning.

The balcony of the hotel that Samuel chose for 
us was the perfect spot to soak up the sinister 
atmosphere of the city, and to witness a revival in 
the late afternoon as the clouds cleared and life 
began to reappear. Tuk-tuks groaned up the steep 
streets, strays yapped and unidentifiable mantras 
of worship chorused up to us. A cluster of tin 
rooftops supported by mud walls lay in a patchwork 
below us and, framed by a doorway at the end of 
an alley, I could make out a little boy of about nine 
gesturing at me. 

I waved back, and what followed was a rally, of sorts, 
in which imaginary balls were kicked, served and 
swatted back and forth; we would take advantage 
of our positions to duck out of sight like James  
Bond; he would perform outrageous backflips that  
I simply could not return.

This more jovial spirit ushered us back out into the 
city in search of supplies for our trek. We found that 
shops don’t stay open or stocked during riots. 

Nonetheless, the inevitable entourage we had 
picked up were only too keen to help out, leading us 
to a shack selling biscuits, bananas and stale bread 
rolls. A grubby spot next door was, we could scent, 
serving food, and soon our fingers were stained 
orange with berbere-spiced stew, our mouths 
cloying with the fermented tang of the injera bread 
it had been served upon. More coffee washed it 
down. A mere trickle from a tacked-together tap 
cleansed our fingers. 

Ethiopia: low on the glamour, high on the heady,  
the unexpected and the human warmth.

The little boy was there outside the hotel when 
we returned, waiting for me. He did a couple more 
backflips, gave me a high five and got his due. 
The following morning, the road had reopened. 
Gondar tiptoed back to normality, and we were  
on our way.

Above: Christian faith 
here is old and deep, 
giving rise to the 
persistent medieval 
myth of Prester John, 
a powerful Christian 
king deep in the 
African interior.

Opposite: Running 
from the rain across 
a typical rural bridge.
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Her workplace is a jungle. Her offi ce is the scrub. She 
shares it with Indian rock pythons, marsh crocodiles and 
spectacle cobras. 

Tripti is one of the Cat Women of Gir. Her job is to protect and 
nurse India’s pride. She has the scars to prove it.

Tigers are found across 17 Indian states, but lions in only one. 
The dry, deciduous forest of the Gir in Gujarat, western India, 
is the world’s last remaining home of the Asiatic or Persian lion. 
It is the only place where you can see Leo panticara in the wild.

‘Isn’t he a good-looking chap?’ Tripti whispered, as we sat ten 
metres away from a fully-grown male, panting after breakfast. 

The moon was waning and the temperature was already 
40 degrees. 

Nearby, under a fl ame tree, a sorority of lionesses picked at 
the carcass of their morning kill, a spotted chital deer. Vultures 
waited in the treetops. A crested serpent eagle circled above. 
There is a strict hierarchy among the scavengers. Jackals and 
hyenas would not be far away. 

words
Kevin Pilley
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Gir
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‘Welcome to the home of the jungle king!’ smiled 
28-year-old Rasila Vadher from Junagadh district’s 
Bhanduri village. She has worked alongside Tripti 
as a ranger at the Gir National Park and Sanctuary 
since 2008, and was one of the first ‘lady rangers’  
or behens (sisters). There are now 400 lady 
rangers and ‘lion nurses’, with 100 more soon to 
be recruited. 

Both Tripti and Rasila have rescued lions and 
leopards from village wells. They were part of 
the team that rounded up lions held responsible 
for recent attacks in which three local people 
were killed. Rashila needed 15 stitches on her 
wrist after being attacked while trying to tag a 
leopard with a microchip. She has undertaken 
over 800 rescues. 

‘The most memorable was trying to rescue a 
lioness badly injured by a porcupine quill,’ she 
said. ‘We spent a whole day trying to get her into 
the cage.’

I met them on a dawn safari at the park, 400 
kilometres’ drive from Ahmedabad. I had opted for 
this three-hour, £120 safari by jeep, in place of the 
unique, on-site attractions at my family-friendly 
Fern Resort in Sasan Gir – kite flying (seasonal), 
jiggery-making, beginners’ kabaddi, lemon- and 
egg-racing, kho kho (tag), musical chairs and ‘make 
your own lion pug mask’. Instead I was hoping  
to see a very rare gene pool.

There were four of us on the dawn tour. A fat-
tailed, rufous-faced American, a thick-kneed 

Above and previous 
pages: Numbers 
of Asian lions have 
grown by 27% in 
recent years – but 
still they only total 
some 523. 
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German couple, and bandy-legged, bald-headed 
me. The American was a keen photographer who 
couldn’t close his aperture. He went on and on 
about preventing motion blur and how he was on 
evaluative meter mode in JPG format and trusting 
to horizontal stabilisation. He thrust his outsize 
lenses past my nose. He was eager, he said, to add  
to his on-field wildlife portfolio. 

He asked me what I was using. I said ‘O2 energy 
drink.’ To reduce camera shakes, I had invested 
in a tourist alcohol licence. Gujarat is India’s  
only dry state.

We bumped up and down through the scrub. Every 
tree root tested the coccyx. And met up with more 
lady rangers.

Begun in 1962, the Gir Lion Project is a conservation 
success story. The first lion count was undertaken  
in 1880 by a Colonel Watson. He recorded 12 lions. 
The first Forest Service tally was in 1963 and found 
285. In 2010, 411 lions or vanrajs (kings of the forest) 
were recorded. In 2015, the numbers had risen to 
523, a 27% increase in five years.

‘Gir forest management has become a model for 
the study of human-wildlife management,’ said 
Divisional Forest Officer Dr Sandeep Kumar, who 
oversaw the 2015 count. It involved 2,200 people, 
30 zones, 625 counting points (mainly waterholes) 
and 22,000 square kilometres of the Saurashtra 
region. For the first time camera traps, drones and 
e-surveillance were used. The whole operation 
took four days.

‘The numbers are rising because the women 
guards have been successful in creating new 
awareness amidst women and children in 
villages, as well as amidst the semi-nomadic local 
tribespeople, the Maldharis,’ Dr Kumar explained 
as we crossed the Hiran river and followed the 
rangers on their Honda Hero motorbikes. ‘The 
lions trust them more than men! They respond 
better. Reduction in the animal’s fear complex is 
so important.’ 

Once lions were widespread from Greece through 
the Middle East to India. In Europe they died out 
2,000 years ago. In India they were hunted almost 
to extinction by princes, maharajahs and British 
nabobs on shikars (hunting safaris) – until hunting 
was banned by the Nawab of Junagadh, Mahabat 
Khanji II in the nineteenth century. The last 
reported sighting of a lion in Delhi was in 1834.

The lion has always had iconic status in India. 
Buddha’s first sermon was called simhanada 
(the lion’s roar) and he was known as Sakyasimha 
– the lion of the Sakya tribe. In Hindu mythology, 
the lion was the symbol of royalty and the king 
and his throne (the singhasan or lion’s seat) 
were inseparable. In northern India, Singh, 
meaning lion, has been a common middle or 
surname among Hindus as well as Sikhs since 
the seventh century. India’s national emblem, 
adopted in 1950, comes from the emperor 
Ashoka’s Lion Pillar of the third century BC. 
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India’s Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, placed 
a lion pillar on the gates of his official residence 
in New Delhi. It replaced the Victorian symbols 
left by the British. In 2007 Modi, who was born 
in Gujarat, started a programme to involve more 
female villagers in conservation work. He has 
described the Cat Women of Gir as ‘gutsy girls’.

‘Our job is a serious and important one,’ says 
27-year-old Manisha Vaghela, who once caught  
a gang of poachers hunting chinkara (gazelle).  
She and her colleagues are involved in rescue 
operations and have been trained to track 
injured animals. Ranger Shabna says her job 
has been an empowering experience. She 
comes from the closed Muslim community of 
Jamanvada and this has changed her life: ‘I am 
very proud to be a forest ranger, to serve the 
Gujarat Forestry Department, to be a vanrackshak 
sahayak – a servant of the sanctuary.’

Vilas is a graduate who studied Sanskrit: 
‘Before, I knew nothing about the place where 
I lived and the animals I shared my life with. 
Now I can tell you the scientific names of wildlife. 
And the threats they are under.’ 

The behens work under the 1972 Wildlife 
Protection Act. There are fines for illegal 
grazing and teak-wood cutting, as well as fires 
and other depredations of the environment. 
Ranger Kiran explained, as we stopped for 
lunch, ‘We are preserving our heritage. The 
lion is the symbol of Indian sovereignty.  
The four-headed lion is on our bank notes. 
The Persian lions are the last remaining gene 
pool of the lions of Daniel, Androcles and the 
Roman gladiators.’

‘We are very lucky. You see some amazing 
sights,’  said her colleague Sonal as the jeeps 
moved on. ‘Like lions chasing a pangolin and 
leopards resting on termite mounds. The Gir 
has the largest population of leopards in India.’ 
A deer raced past. She smiled. ‘The menu!’

The Asiatic lion is paler and slightly smaller 
than its African counterpart. It has less 
prominent ears, bushier elbow tufts and a 
fuller tail tassle. It has a characteristic skin fold 
down its stomach. Males can weigh up to 420 
pounds. Lionesses, which do the hunting and 
can have six litters, weigh less at 190 pounds. 

Above: The dry 
terrain of the Gir 
National Park in 
Gujarat.

Opposite: Asian 
lions feel safe in  
this protected zone,  
their last home  
in the world.
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Lions are great wanderers and this is raising 
challenges. A male requires 50 square kilometres 
as his territory. Drought and dry riverbeds 
(caused by illegal mining of sandstone and 
limestone), as well as general habitat shrinkage, 
have meant that lions are moving out of the 
Gir. Satellite colonies have been established 
in coastal areas, 60 kilometres away. Forty per 
cent of the lion population is now thought to 
live outside the forest. 

For many people, translocation of the species 
is urgently needed: one outbreak of distemper 
could kill off the entire breed. But roaming lions 
are being electrocuted, drowned in parapet-less 
wells or hit by cars and trains. Fifteen people 
have been reported killed and 114 wounded 
in lion attacks in the last two years: 260 lions 
have been killed. 

Kamlesh Adhiya is President and Founder of the 
Asiatic Lion Protection Society. He says: ‘Lions 
are great nomads. Great wanderers. Migration of 
lions has been recorded at Mithiyala and coastal 
forests up to Porbandar. 

‘In the 1960s, 75 per cent of the lion’s diet 
was domestic livestock. By relocating and 
compensating Maldhari cow-men out of the 
forest, and by increasing the ungulate population, 
the share of domestic cattle in the menu of the 
lion has been reduced. The lions at Gir have 
changed their choice from domestic cattle to the 
wild ungulates like chital, wild boar, sambar and 
langur.’ In 2005, Asiatic lions were removed from 
the critically endangered species list. A breeding 
centre has been established at Sakkarbaug Zoo 
in Junagadh, Gujarat. ‘It is government and local 
people working together,’ concluded Dr Kumar 
as our Indian lion safari came to an end. ‘The lady 
rangers are frontline defenders of our wildlife. 

‘They are our foot soldiers. We have carried out 
hundreds of rescue and release operations over  
the years, as well as creating fire towers, fire lines, 
dam work and other vital habitat management.’

A lion yawned and stretched in front of us. ‘They  
are remarkably resilient animals,’ he added. ‘They 
have shown that given half a chance they can 
survive. And thrive.’
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The urbane, bearded gentleman stands three 
storeys high under the Californian sun.  Sporting 
a watch-chain and a flower in his suit lapel,  
he looks out across the rooftops, surveying  
the remains of his creation.  

In the palm-filled streets below, millions of 
foreign tourists and local Angelenos pass him  
on their way to nearby Venice Beach and its 
ocean-side attractions. Yet many are unaware  
of the identity of this towering stranger, let 
alone his extraordinary civic legacy right here  
on the shores of the Pacific.  

A millionaire tobacco magnate and enthusiastic 
property developer, Abbot Kinney won the tract 
of swampy marshland on which Venice now 
stands, in a coin toss in the late 1800s.  

Educated in Europe and enamoured with the 
continent, Kinney then set about his ambitious 
plan of building the ‘Venice of America’:  
a seaside resort town modelled on its Italian 
namesake. 
 
Riding in the face of much derision, Kinney 
ordered man and mule to begin digging canals 
for the soon-to-arrive gondolas. Colonnades 
modelled on St Mark’s Square slowly rose from 
the mud, as the Italianate fantasy began to take 
shape on the seemingly inhospitable wasteland. 
In 1905 Venice was finally opened to the public 
to great fanfare. Forty thousand visitors arrived 
on the first day alone and the crowds have 
continued to flood into Venice ever since.

While much of Kinney’s original has fallen foul 
of earthquakes, changing tastes and commercial 
developers, enticing clues to the city’s past can 
still be found in the street names, the remaining 
canals and the covered walkways close to the 
ocean. His vision that Venice be a centre of 
‘high culture’ was never quite realised as he 
would have wanted: instead the city has forged 
its own unique, rebellious path, and become a 
powerhouse of counter-cultural thinking, street 
art and the global digital creative revolution.

visions / california
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Postcards 
from the edge

Postcards 
words & pictures

Simon Urwin

vintage postcards kindly supplied by
Elayne Alexander
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Previous pages:
Jonas Never’s 102 x 50-foot mural pays homage 
to Orson Welles’ 1958 film Touch of Evil. The 
film noir classic, featuring one of the most 
celebrated tracking shots in cinematic history, 
was filmed along Windward and Pacific avenues 
with the city’s atmospheric Venetian colonnades 
doubling as a Mexican border town, in a movie 
about drug cartels, corrupt cops and interracial 
marriage. Stars Charlton Heston and Janet Leigh 
are shown in the mural’s foreground strolling up 
Windward Avenue.

Above left: Rip Cronk’s mural of Venice founder 
Abbot Kinney towers over North Venice 
Boulevard.

Above right: Postcard from c. 1912 showing 
Windward Avenue. The building in the 
foreground is the St Mark Hotel, the building 
next to it (green) is now Danny’s Deli. Ice is 
shown being delivered to one of the city’s 
eateries. A lone car can be seen on the 
dirt street, something that would change 
dramatically in the next decade as the 
automobile became ubiquitous. Carts like the 
one at front were pulled around the streets of 
Venice selling popcorn, candy, saltwater taffy, 
spun sugar, caramel apples, ginger beer and 
Coca-Cola.
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Left: Colonnades 
on  the junction 
of Windward and 
Pacific Avenues. This 
former real-estate 
building was once 
a two-storey edifice 
but the upper level 
was destroyed in an 
earthquake. 

©
 elayne alexander
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Above: Postcard from c. 1915. Despite cynicism 
about Kinney’s ambitious project (some called 
it ‘Kinney’s Folly’), Venice Beach became wildly 
popular and was usually more crowded than 
shown here. Most visitors came to enjoy the 
sea air, although some gentlemen took part 
in sea-bathing of sorts. As most people at the 
time had no idea how to swim, and there were 
no lifeguards, floating life-lines ran out into 
the ocean so they could safely wade out into 
the water. Amusements were hugely popular 
and included contortionists, a fun fair, an early 
version of a drag show, and a freak show 
featuring oversized and bearded ladies.

Right: Lifeguard stations on Venice Beach.
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PICTURES OVERLEAF

Left: A self-portrait by the artist Rip Cronk 
overlooking the Venice Beach promenade,  
now the biggest tourist attraction in southern 
California after Disneyland.

Top right: A mural on Market Street hints 
at Venice’s Italian-inspired past.

Bottom right: Postcard from c. 1910 showing 
gondolas on the town’s shallow canals. These 
had been purchased from the St Louis World’s 
Fair and were rowed by Italian gondoliers 
singing opera to their passengers. The Venice 
Vanguard newspaper reported that one 
gondolier was found paddling his boat out to 
the Pacific Ocean in a misguided attempt to 
row home to Italy. It is known that the Mafia 
drowned one of their victims by throwing him  
in wearing cement shoes. 
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It seemed to me that most of Syria had been 
visited, inhabited or invaded by Phoenicians 
or Egyptians, Romans, Mamluks or the Knights 
Templar. TE Lawrence, Agatha Christie and 
Roosevelt had all made pilgrimages; even the 
cheery folk from Mossad took time out to make 
a day trip and detonate a car bomb in Damascus 
on the day of my arrival. The pull of the place was 
undeniable.

And Aleppo’s traction was wholly inescapable. 
It claims to be the oldest continually inhabited 
city in the world – a crown that Damascus or 
Benares might dispute; but who really cares? 
Nothing could  dent that charismatic magic for 
me (except for finding the bar at the Hotel Baron 
was unexpectedly dry). The faded grandeur and 
ostentatious façade of the place were glorious.

Nearby was the citadel, a vast twelfth-century 
fortress with roots that dug deep into a hill 
and  further into history. It dominated not just 
the old town but the entire modern metropolis 
of three million.

Before 
deluge

the

as civil war rages through syria, 
nick maes recalls visiting its 
oldest city in quieter times
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Below the citadel’s fearsome walls lay the souk. 
Labyrinthine, cavernous, sepulchral, it could almost 
be a catacomb. Pierced domes dropped dense pillars 
of light into pitch-black alleyways, a startling effect 
that briefly illuminated a trader before he fell into 
darkness again. The coolness was a welcome relief 
from the heat outside.

Split carcasses revealed ribbed and fatty innards on 
the butcher’s stand; testicles the size of pears hung 
like pendulums beside slathers of liver and spleen; 
the smell of blood was fresh. Lime-green olives had 
their own special scent; round men in djellabas 
left the whiff of tobacco, cinnamon and cloves in 
their wake. Sacks of rose petals, walnuts, almonds, 
cashews and pistachios filled innumerable stalls.

A large man scratched himself as two Armenian 
women haggled over the price of a sequinned 
purse; their friend took time to pick over fabrics 
with more  dazzle than a Christmas tree. Sheepskin 
and herbs were lazily inspected by a man heaped 
in scarves. Sandalwood and jasmine floated in 
from another quarter.

My reverie was shattered by a man selling clothing. 
‘Pleased to meet me,’ he said. He was camp and 
vaguely predatory, a strange mixture of Essex 
prattle and the Levant. A boy brought us small cups 
of thick, sweet coffee flavoured with cardamom. 
‘Is good, keep you awake all night and make you 
horny.’ The coffee was indeed good.

Further along I met a man who claimed to be the 
other’s brother, then another, and then another. 
Eleven brothers from the same family worked one 
small section of the souk. One of them showed me 
a photograph of them all lined up in flares and 
wide-collared shirts, like an expanded publicity 
shot for the Four Tops. Another asked where I lived 
in London: ‘From Soho? I spent three nights in 
London, two nights in Heaven and one in a hotel 
in Paddington. The squalor is lovely there, have 
you been?’

reportage / aleppo

Previous pages:  
The ancient citadel 
towers over the 
town.

Above: A butcher 
prepares lamb 
kebabs.

Opposite: Food 
stall in Bab al-Faraj 
square, where the old 
city walls once stood.
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In the heart of the souk, the Great Mosque Al-Jamaa 
al-Kebir was closed for renovations, but I knocked 
at its door in Souk ibn al-Khasbah and was let in 
anyway. Half a dozen elderly men in white hats sat 
in chairs outside the entrance, every one of them 
carrying a cane. The mosque was beautiful – a huge, 
silent relief from the bustle outside, its stone walls 
the colour of sun-bleached bones.

Across the way, in the Madrassa Halawiyya, 
were the sixth-century remains of Saint Helen’s 
Cathedral: a semi-circle of six columns. A solid-fuel 
stove sat incongruously in front of them, its long 
skinny chimney reaching perhaps 30 feet to a vent 
in the ceiling. An ancient man sat at a low lectern 
clattering beads and turning the pages of the Koran 
while quietly murmuring to two women in the 
echoing prayer hall. The huge floor was covered in 
dozens of red rugs.

There was something of Havana on the streets of 
Aleppo’s old town. Numerous cars from the 1960s – 
and earlier – jostled for space with vehicles of more 
recent vintage. Two knackered Mercs lumbered by, 
one yellow and patched with filler, the other white 
and looking fit to spring – apart from the elastic 
bands holding it together. 

It was there, hidden down an alleyway in the Al 
Jdeida area of the city, that I found a seventeenth-
century house converted into a restaurant. Baronial 
axes and swords lined the lumpen, theatrical 
stone walls. I ordered meze and wine, only for a 
teacup and saucer to be delivered to my table. The 
sommelier arrived and apologised for the fact 
that he was unable to serve wine that day, before 
opening a bottle with great ceremony. He poured  
a drop into the cup and waited with starchy 
formality for me to taste it. I was instructed  
to conceal the bottle under the table.

At night the souk was empty except for silent cats 
and shadows. I walked through the dead streets to 
find a hammam, entering down a narrow staircase 
into a panelled room surrounding a rectangular 
pool. The shouts and joshing of other folk hit me 
before the steam. In the cloudy, hot room sat six 
men on a raised dais, peeling oranges and eating 
roast chicken. Constantly splashing hot water filled 
the sultry atmosphere. 

I was scrubbed with olive soap that had been 
whisked into a thick lather, in a small antechamber 
randomly filled with Roman cisterns. Someone else 
took over, pulling at my arms and cracking my back, 
before mauling my legs, sitting me upright and 
cricking my neck. A ricochet rattled out from each 
quick twist. Upstairs, an old man held out a fresh 
towel for me like a mother might her child on the 
beach. Hot towels were wrapped around my waist, 
chest, shoulders and head, until I felt heaped like  
a laundry basket and ready to sleep forever.

The Foreign Office currently advises against all 
travel to Syria. 

Opposite: Images of 
the covered market, 
one of the most 
famous souks in the 
world, now destroyed 
in the civil war. 

Top: Traditional 
Aleppo soap made 
with olive and laurel 
berry oil for sale. 

Bottom: A strolling 
water seller.
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Fear and Desire 
in Flight

in the movies, so we are not going to 
jump out onto a wing and free-fall to 
safety. Most of us would not be able 
to make it to the flight deck, let alone 
take over the controls from a stricken 
pilot. We are not in Hollywood, and the 
inflatable evacuation slides do not have 
much chance if the plane hits water. 
These are just the simple physics of the 
descent velocity of a rapidly moving, 
aerodynamically designed projectile into 
deep water. 

Yet still flight staff have to grind 
through the faintly-unlikely-to-work 
safety procedures. A few passengers 
are polite enough to watch – or scared 
enough – as the fixed-rictus flight 
attendant demonstrates topping up the 
inflatable vest by blowing into it, the 
plastic puffing up around their neck like 
an optimistic pool-party toy. Everyone 
plays along, the flight staff and the 
passengers, all pretending that this is 
the most normal thing in the world. 

For this very reason, this lurking  
sense of danger, flying creates a state  
of heightened awareness. Therein  
lies a fascinating laboratory of basic 
human behaviour. 

We were not designed to fly, but we have 
certainly been trying our best to defy 
that for a very long time. 

Perhaps not many of us have been 
International Birdman competitors, 
attempting to defeat this basic 
evolutionary fact by launching ourselves 
off the end of a pier. It is rarely sunny in 
Bognor Regis or Worthing during the July 
and August week-ends each year when 
these wild optimists attempt to fly, only 
to plunge into the freezing Channel in 
a tumbling bundle of flailing limbs and 
stuck-on feathers. Theirs is a masterclass 
in English eccentricity, and one long 
Monty Python sketch for the circling 
gulls: but it’s not a successful defiance of 
all the laws of gravity and human design. 

Yet most of us do fly regularly, in a 
more conventional way – sealed into 
a metal tube, moving at high speed 
and very high altitude. We were not 
particularly well designed for this kind  
of flight, either. 

We know the protocol. We shuffle  
on, squeeze in, avoid the rolling-luggage 
ankle collisions, try to make a very small 
space seem more than it is, close our 
eyes, sigh, wonder how bad this is going 

to be, hope the exhausted mother with 
the two small pogoing toddlers is not 
going to be next to us, or hope that 
our own bouncing-bean children will 
sleep and not scream and throw food 
at other people. 

Most of us notice the tension, the 
already fraying tempers, the passengers 
who cover it by making constant 
demands, the others who shrivel into 
their seats and barely breath. And all 
around, dotted in apparent orderliness, 
are the streamlined frequent fliers,  
with all their clever tricks and ticks –  
a zealously arranged seat pocket, say, 
with neatly ordered, impossibly small 
devices that have multiple uses, or  
a newspaper folded into quarters so  
as not to annoy their neighbours. 

Whatever personality-type of 
passenger we may be, and whichever 
cabin we may be in, we all bump 
up against our own primal survival 
mechanism, which tells us that we are 
in a situation that could be dangerous. 
We know that if something really 
goes wrong, there is nothing much to 
be done  about it. Even in our wildest 
imagination, we know that we are not 

what flying tells us about human nature

Words by Justine Hardy
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On the ground, it usually 
takes a bucket of alcohol, or other 
drugs of choice, to make most people 
even consider having sex in a tiny, 
confined and probably smelly loo, 
particularly one with a folding door 
that can be opened from the outside 
if there’s an emergency – or if there’s 
too much flesh bumping up against it. 
In our day-to-day lives, we would not 
laugh, or indeed cry to the weepy extent 
that we do, when watching films on 
screens that almost everyone would now 
consider embarrassingly low-tech. 

But we are hurtling through the air, 
with only a pool toy for safety, so many 
of us fly just at the edge of our ‘fight and 
flight’ response, all senses on hyper-alert. 
With the added end-of-life possibility, 
genes are kicking hard to get passed 
onto the next generation, even if it is 
in a tiny smelly cubicle. (Genes are not 
fussy about setting, just as they are not 
taking into consideration that anyone 
impregnated in flight will be going down 
with the rest of us.) 

In our little seats and confined 
spaces, we exist in a strange middle 
place, neither the place we have just 

justine hardy / my world

left nor the one we are going to. This 
middle place is a suspension, an actual 
and physical waiting room. Our primal 
setting may be in threat-assessment 
mode, but a lot of us are also pretty 
exhausted, having pushed the limits 
ahead of travelling, juggling to get 
everything sorted.  For some, packing for 
a flight taps into our need to have our 
house in order, just in case.  At work we 
may have had to pull an all-nighter. On 
our way home again, some other kind  
of all-nighter may well have eaten up  
our sleep. 

And look at the ways so many of us 
self-medicate this heightened state, 
the junk we eat and drink and watch 
on flights. 

The point is that flying is a very 
interesting time to notice some of  
the things that we miss or ignore 
about ourselves when we are busy 
being busy on the ground. We are 
stuck: and so our anxieties, methods 
of distraction and tendencies for 
bad or excessive behaviour while 
flying are most revealing. 

On every flight there is the 
chance to treat our boarding 
passes as a somewhat expensive 
form of introspective therapy, just 
by watching our own behaviour,  
and everyone else’s too. 

JUSTINE HARDY is an author, 
journalist, trauma psychotherapist, 
the founder of Healing Kashmir 
and Traveller’s newest columnist. 

Illustration by LUKE WALWYN.
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King Street to the rare� ed 
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From some of the earliest examples of human creativity to 
cutting-edge contemporary works, this new exhibition at the 

British Museum presents a range of art stretching back 100,000 
years. Objects from the museum’s South African collections 

are displayed alongside contemporary acquisitions and major 
loans. Among the 200 pieces on display are rock art made by 

the country’s earliest peoples, colonial art from the seventeenth 
century onwards, highly charged twentieth-century works 

addressing segregation and apartheid, and pieces that 
document the transformation of the nation since 1990.

The gold treasures of Mapungubwe are evidence of new 
developments in artistic production at the start of the second 

millennium BC, when the fi rst southern African kingdoms came 
into being and society shifted towards more hierarchical styles of 
rule. Such archaeological artworks show that complex societies 
existed in the region long before the arrival of European settlers. 
This history was hidden during the colonial and apartheid eras, 
when the concept of ‘terra nullius’ – the myth of an empty land 

– was used to legitimise white rule. The exhibition presents 
ancient treasures alongside modern artworks, inviting visitors to 

challenge historical assumptions of the recent past.

27 October to 26 February
British Museum

£12/free to members
sponsored by Betsy and Jack Ryan 

logistics partner IAG Cargo
www.britishmuseum.org 

words
Mark Reynolds

South 
Africa: 

the art of 
a nation
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Opposite top: 
Zulu beaded 
waistcoat, c. 1986. 
Photo © The Trustees 
of the British 
Museum.

Opposite bottom: 
BMW Art Car 12, 1991, 
Esther Mahlangu. 
Photo © BMW Group 
Archives.

Above: The Creation 
of the Sun, a 
collaborative piece 
from Bethesda Arts 
Centre, 2015, Jeni 
Couzyn (artistic 
director), Sandra 
Sweers (lead artist). 
Photo © The Trustees 
of the British 
Museum.

Left: Gold rhino 
from Mapungubwe, 
capital of the fi rst 
kingdom in southern 
Africa, c. 1220–90. 
Photo © University 
of Pretoria.
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Transitions, 1994, 
Willie Bester. Private 
collection.
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You’ve just touched down at our international airport 
between North Texas’ two biggest cities. Dallas has an 
international reputation for sports, fashion, and the oil 
business. Fort Worth is truly where the west begins, and is 
a city of cowboys and culture. Allow a few days’ travel time 
to fully appreciate the vibrant local scenes. Here are some 
ideas to inspire your travel through DFW.

WELCOME TO DALLAS & FORT WORTH

GREEN SPACE IS GOLDEN Dallas’ Klyde 
Warren Park in the heart of the city’s 
urban center, is a shady, water-cooled 
respite to city living, offering something 
to do every day –– from yoga to food-
rucks, concerts and more. Not far from 
the park lies the Katy Trail Icehouse in 
Dallas’ most popular running path, join 
the locals and have a local brew; or head 
south of downtown to the Texas Horse 
Park and ride in the Great Trinity Forest.

Over in Fort Worth, Sundance Square 
Plaza’s is lined with balconied 
restaurants and shops. Nearby, at the 
Trinity River, float or paddle at Panther 
Island Pavilion, an urban waterfront 
swim-up concert venue, or visit Panther 
Island Brewing or the Coyote Drive-
In. Other areas of the Trinity combine 

bike-friendly trails with retail shopping 
and great restaurants, like the Clearfork 
Development and Waterside.

DON’T PASS ON THE HISTORY For 
one price, Dallas CityPass will get you 
into up to four fun and historic sites, 
including the sweeping city views of 
Reunion Tower’s GeO-Deck, the Sixth 
Floor Museum in the former School 
Book Depository, and the George W. 
Bush Presidential Library, where you 
can take a presidential picture in an 
exact replica of the oval office. Trace 
President John F. Kennedy’s trail back to 
Fort Worth, where he visited November 
21 before his fateful trip to Dallas, at 
the JFK tribute. Then mosey over to the 
Fort Worth Stockyards National Historic 
District, where you can get a Stockyards 

Adventure Pass. Shop for an authentic 
cowboy hat, take a walking tour, and 
watch the Fort Worth Herd cattle drive.

BLAZE YOUR TRAIL If you’re on the Fort 
Worth side, visit the Ale Trail –– a group 
of nine breweries scattered throughout 
the city. Back in Dallas, the Efrogs 
brewery tour will take you to four craft 
breweries or for a tour of the city in an 
eco-friendly, zero-emission golf cart-like 
shuttle, or tour Dallas on a Segway.

LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE Dallas and 
Fort Worth both boast vibrant local 
music scenes. Dallas’ Deep Ellum 
neighborhood was a hotbed of blues 
in the early part of the last century. 
The musical tradition continues today 
with venues like the Bomb Factory, and 
speakeasies like Truth & Alibi. Catch 
the McKinney Avenue Trolley linking 
Downtown and Uptown with seamless, 
free access to shopping, food, and 
concert venues, like The Rustic.

In Fort Worth, you can learn to two-step 
or line dance at Billy Bob’s Texas, the 
world’s largest honky-tonk. Over in West 
7th you’ll find Magnolia Motor Lounge, 
where Grammy nominee Leon Bridges 
got his start. The Near Southside is lined 
with music venues like Live Oak Music 
Lounge and Shipping & Receiving. 

DINE BRIGHTLY Both cities boast 
world-class chefs, great restaurants, and 
quirky neighborhoods where drinking, 
dining, and shopping intersect. In 
Dallas, check out Chef Dean Fearing’s 
eponymous restaurant. Fort Worth’s 
equivalent is Chef Jon Bonnell and his 
flagship Bonnell’s Fine Texas Cuisine.  
Other restaurants of note in Dallas: 
Chef Stephan Pyles’ Flora Street Café, 
and heavenly BBQ at Pecan Lodge. 
In Fort Worth, visit the patio at Chef 
Felipe Armenta’s gorgeous Press Café 
or Tim Love’s Woodshed Smokehouse. 
Looking for cool spots to eat, drink, and 
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people-watch? In Dallas Trinity Groves 
and the Bishop Arts District have to 
be on your list. In Fort Worth head 
to Magnolia Avenue’s Restaurant Row, 
or downtown Sundance Square. 

ENJOY THE SPORTING LIFE If you 
like sports, there’s something for you 
year-round here. The Dallas Mavericks’ 
regular basketball season runs October 
through April. Catch a taste of American 
football at the Dallas Cowboys’ AT&T 
Stadium August through December. 
The Texas Rangers baseball team plays 
April through October.  The Fort Worth 
Stock Show and Rodeo swings into 
town in January. Or enjoy rodeo year-
round at Cowtown Coliseum.

SPEND A MOMENT IN A MUSEUM 
Fort Worth’s Cultural District is home 
to fi ve distinctly unique museums. The 
Kimbell Art Museum is home to the 
only Michelangelo in the Americas. 
The National Cowgirl Museum & Hall 
of Fame is the only museum in the 
world dedicated to women of the West. 

In Dallas’ Arts District, enjoy 
contemporary sculptures at the Nasher; 
see paintings by Sir Churchill housed 
in a replica of the only Coco Chanel-
designed villa at the DMA; meditate 
at the Crow Collection of Asian Art‘s 
garden, and take an architecture walk 
on Flora Street. 

To book your Dallas & Fort 
Worth holiday, call a Wexas 
specialist on 020 7838 5958
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Wild Encounters
words and pictures

David Yarrow
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The Wolf of Main Street 
ghost town, usa, 2015

Sometimes the most engaging pictures happen with no 
real forward planning, but rather a spontaneous reaction 
to a fresh canvas that just presents itself. My images in 
Montana were staged, but that offered both challenges 
and opportunities. I asked the bar owner, Rosie, who had 
a ‘seen-it-all-before’ look about him, if he had a problem 
with us bringing a wolf into the deserted bar. Not a normal 
request, perhaps, but he welcomed the idea, only asking 
what the wolf liked to drink.

The central premise of the shot was that I wanted everyone 
to behave as if a wolf in a bar was the most normal 
occurrence in this part of the world – they should act with 
total indifference. The difficulty with the idea was that 
I had so little light to play with that my depth of focus 
would be measured in centimetres. The focus had to be  
the wolf’s eyes, and everything else would just be a sketch 
that added context rather than detail.

It was clear that the wolf had to be higher than me or at 
least at my eye level, and this required using the bar itself 
as his catwalk. Things were getting a little out of hand, 
but Rosie – who is now a good friend – was loving the 
unexpected course of his morning. I placed some chicken 
fillets around my neck and the wolf moved with some 
sense of excitement toward me and my Nikon. The first 
effort didn’t work – the margin for error in my camera work 
was so limited – but after several attempts, I nailed it. 

Everyone played their part: Rosie behind the bar, the 
studious reader, the pool player and, of course, the  
chicken-hungry wolf. A large print of this image now  
hangs proudly behind the bar and has become a little 
tourist attraction itself. 
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Heaven Can Wait
amboseli, kenya, 2014 
This is a hard-earned and timeless photograph  
– indeed it is probably the strongest picture  
I have taken for some time. Heaven Can Wait 
has a biblical countenance – it is also primal 
and raw. The dramatic sky appears to be in 
communication with the only sign of life on the 
flat dustpan below. Indeed there is diagonal 
connectivity across the whole image as the 
dust tracks of the giraffe lead the eye to the 
animal, which then takes the eye to the talkative 
sky. The image conveys the arid and elemental 
habitat that is Lake Amboseli at the end of the 
dry season, and the implicit contradiction of life 
on its inhospitable canvas.

To take this image, I employed three of my  
key rules for filming in East Africa but then 
broke a fourth. The first two rules (working 
against the light and employing a wide angle 
rather than telephoto lens) were instinctive, but 
the third rule (working as close to the ground as 
possible) was practically challenging in that  

we were chasing the lone giraffe in a jeep 
driving at 30 miles an hour on a crusty dry 
lake. The trick was to shoot blind from an 
outstretched hand leaning downwards to  
the ground from the jeep. This was, I knew, 
a low-percentage shot.

We encountered the isolated giraffe late one 
afternoon on the dry lake, and it immediately 
seemed core to the prevailing mood to 
emphasise the dust being licked up by the 
giraffe’s hoofs. Amboseli is about dust and 
its capture should make the picture, not be 
ancillary to it. This meant not only shooting into 
the late light but also shooting from behind the 
giraffe. This was at odds with a fairly standard 
rule of mine, to be positioned ahead or at least 
parallel to a moving subject – but given all the 
other factors involved, it appeared that breaking 
this rule would be the most effective way to tell 
the story. We are in the wild, not a studio, and 
it is often better to just go with the flow, think 
spontaneously and break rules.

 
The Long March
snow hill, antarctica, 2010 
Antarctica is a challenge to photograph in a  
way that is engaging to those who will never 
have the chance to visit – its enormity and its 
power are difficult to convey in one still image. 
Tight shots tend to work less well than wide-
angle imagery that portrays a sense of place. 
However, this photograph is my one exception 
to the rule. It has an aesthetic simplicity to it 
that none of my other images from Snow Hill 
could match. Emperor Penguins walk in single 
file and the file can be long – so a 90-degree 
angle is perfect, if the ice structure and your 
stamina allow you to get there.
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The Puzzle
lewa, kenya, 2013 
Zebras are not photographers’ friends. They 
couple a rather clumsy running style with 
skittish nerves and herd instincts. In some 
parts of Sub-Saharan Africa it is very difficult 
to get close and, after a while, there are few 
photographers who have the will power to 
bother. The Grevy’s Zebra of East Africa offers 
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the best chance of proximity and also – by good 
fortune – the best facial aesthetics. I knew what 
I was looking for with this animal – it was all 
about the lines and the patterns within a small 
group and then hoping the light would help.  
I knew as soon as I pressed the shutter that  
I had finally got the image.

Wild Encounters: Iconic 
Photographs of the World’s 
Vanishing Animals and 
Cultures, by David Yarrow. 
Rizzoli hbk, 320pp, £50.
Images from the book can  
be seen at Somerset House, 
London, on 18 to 20 October, 
www.somersethouse.org.uk,
www.davidyarrow.photography.



Since the most elite travelers began visiting the destination 
in the early 1900s, The Palm Beaches have earned the title 
of America’s First Resort Destination®. Home to 47 miles of 
pristine beaches, renowned golf courses, world-class shopping, 
dining and more, this iconic destination has evolved into the 
ultimate tropical paradise, no matter how deep a travellers 
pockets may be.

DISCOVERThe Palm Beaches



Long stretches of uncrowded 
coastline. Crystal-clear aquamarine 
waters. Aromas of salt and sand 
in the ocean breeze. While The 
Palm Beaches may evoke images 
of immaculate sands and swaying 
palm trees, once  you tear yourself 
away from the shore, you’ll find 
an irresistible destination full of 
rich history, a thriving arts and 
entertainment scene, stunning 
eco assets and genuine hospitality. 
From Jupiter in the north, to Delray 
Beach and Boca Raton in the 
south, premier resorts, culinary 
experiences and wildlife adventures 
will inspire a traveller’s itinerary with 
inexhaustible exploration.

The destination offers vacation 
options of exceptional quality. 
Whether you seek a luxury beach, 
golf or spa resort, a charming bed 
and breakfast or an urban hotel 
surrounded by nightlife, you’ll find 
a variety of options to fit every 
traveller’s needs. A thriving culinary 
scene has been growing across 
Palm Beach County, enticing all 
taste buds, including both new and 
established restaurants helmed by 
award-winning chefs. Over a dozen 
breweries complement the eateries, 
tapping into the soaring popularity 

of craft beer and the local scene. 
Are you looking for something 
more refined? A recently opened 
organic winery will impress even the 
most discerning palate.

As Florida’s Golf Capital®, the area 
is a popular destination for sports 
lovers, offering championship courses 
where you can tee off in the same 
places as the world’s greats. But it’s 
not just golfers that can take in a 
game while here. Sports fans can 
root for their favourite teams during 

spring training baseball games. 
Scuba divers and snorkelers will be 
thrilled with the variety of marine 
life, including endangered sea turtles 
and gentle manatees who can often 
be spotted swimming by just off 
the coast. Visitors can also join the 
international community for world-
class polo and equestrian events in 
the winter months. 

The destination has also made 
a name for itself as Florida’s Cultural 
Capital®, with more than 200 
attractions offering a wealth of 
cultural entertainment from which 
to choose. With many free  and 
discounted events, all interests, 
from dance to music and art, are 
accommodated.

Located one hour north of Miami 
and two hours south of Orlando, 
the destination is easily accessible 
from three international airports, 
yet it has an undiscovered feel. It’s 
where you’ll shine, and want to 
return to discover The Palm Beaches 
again and again. Visit wexas.com/
palm-beach or call 020 7838 5958 
for more information.
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I left Defoe Avenue in Kew, heading for 
Robinson Crusoe’s Island, Más a Tierra 
in the Juan Fernández group. By the 
time we touched down at Madrid, I had 
reread Defoe’s classic and begun to 
contemplate islands. 

As we reached South America, the sun 
was high, showing the country around 
the Argentine city of Cordoba in stark 
relief from 30,000 feet. Then we reached 
the Andes, top-lit by the noonday sun, 
a mighty range of implausibly steep, 
jagged peaks, each one seemingly 
reaching up to heaven, many flecked 
with snow. This monstrous wall barred 
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Isle of 
wonder

the path west to mere mortals, but we 
sailed over, serene and swift. No sooner 
had we crested the peaks than Santiago 
hove into view, a fresh sensation of 
sparkling light and brown smog as 
the descent began. 

After landing, I was stunned by the 
gaunt, grim landscape, a scattering 
of vibrant red poppies lighting up the 
desiccated remains of what had once 
been topsoil, deep gullies evidently 
eroded by rain and wind, filled with 
rocks and other debris. We hurried  
on down the road to Horseshoe Bay,  
la Heradura, otherwise known as Bahía 

del Padre. Rounding the crest of the 
ridge opened a magnificent view of 
an almost perfectly circular bay, with 
a single exit, a deep wet space, packed 
with seals and sea lions. The steep cliffs 
were savagely eroded, with jumbled 
rocks piled up closer to the shore.  
All around the bay, seals and sea lions 
sported and snorted.

The boats took us along the coast, past 
strange rock formations jutting out of 
the sea, so weirdly anthropomorphic 
that they seemed to come straight 
from the set of King Kong. Elsewhere 
waterfalls fell into the ocean, while 
valleys of lush greenery, desiccated 
peaks, sheer cliffs and the odd rocky 
ledge linked island and ocean. 

Wherever an opening existed, seals and 
sea lions clustered. Dolphins sported in 
the free rider zone just ahead of the boat. 
Birds clustered above, a sure sign that, far 
below, immense cetaceans were hunting 
these rich waters. Almost as soon as 
we left the bay, the light faded and the 
wind picked up, hinting that rain was 
not  far away.

words
Andrew Lambert
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The journey was long, for around 
each new headland another stretched 
into view, a landscape seemingly 
without end. Those who had been 
before offered a little guidance, but the 
spectacle defied easy comprehension. 

Our boatman and his son were amused 
by our surprise; for them this was the 
daily commute, not a voyage of wonder.

Finally we rounded the last headland, 
pushing into Cumberland Bay under a 
lowering sky and scudding clouds, the 
temperature already 20 degrees lower 
than it had been on the sunlit concrete 
airstrip at Santiago. As we stepped 
out of the boat our guide, Pedro Niada, 
spoke movingly of a great wave that had 
roared into the bay ten months before, 
smashing into the village, and washing 
his new waterfront hotel into the bay, 
along with his wife and children. He 
pointed to a platform of smooth stones, 
and the low cover of nasturtiums, before 
describing their miraculous escape. As 
Pedro and his wife struggled to keep the 
children afloat, a boat drifted past, they 
scrambled aboard and reached the shore. 
They lost everything but their children. 
The hotel was reduced to matchwood; 
the old Land Rover became a fish trap.

Another boat arrived, for a short journey 
across the bay. Finally we took possession 
of a curious hotel with all mod cons, save 
the two we really wanted: hot water and 
global communications. The relief and 
release was wonderful, a fine meal of 
local fish and Chilean wine restored the 

spirits, and we had a chance to reflect 
on exactly what had brought us to the 
ends of the earth. We had come in search 
of Alexander Selkirk, the Scots mariner 
who spent four years on the island, and 
his legendary alter ego Robinson Crusoe; 
we had also come to find Lord Anson 
and Juan Fernández. These ancient 
names still owned the island, but the 
reality of their occupation had long 
since been lost. 

It had not always been so easy to reach 
the island, but even in the twenty-
first century it retains an otherworldly 
quality, a place out of time and mind, 
one that inspired diseased and excited 
mariners to fantasise about paradise. 
Even now it grips the post-modern 
imagination as the putative home of 
Robinson Crusoe, the ultimate castaway, 
a universal story of the human spirit 
overcoming adversity. Three hundred 
years later, Defoe’s tale still has the 
capacity to upset the equilibrium of 
otherwise sane people.

Left: Coastal perspective of the anchorage  
in Cumberland Bay, Juan Fernández, from  
HMS Tagus, 1816 (The National Archives).

As Pedro and his wife 
struggled to keep the 
children afloat, a boat 

drifted past, they 
scrambled aboard 

and reached the shore. 
They lost everything but 

their children.

This is an edited 
extract from 
Crusoe’s Island: 
A Rich and Curious 
History of Pirates, 
Castaways and 
Madness, by 
Andrew Lambert 
Faber & Faber 
hbk, 320pp, £20.
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A king has fallen on the field –
The field of war, but not by shot,

Nor even through a broken shield:
He died in exile – awful lot!  

Ras Nasibu of Ogaden
Is he – the greatest of his tribe –

The man who led his valiant men
With Wehib Pasha at his side. 

He died in Switzerland – afar,
Of broken heart in his exile:

He saw the end of that sad war
In which he fought without a smile.

The Brute of Italy had sent
His liquid flames of steady death

And tanks that ploughed and also rent
The land and stole the hero’s breath. 

This Mussolini, vile of heart,
Who plagues the world with devil tricks,

Has caused a king to lose his part
In building glory with his bricks.
The dream of Abyssinia, great,

Was dear to Nasibu’s own heart;
But he has met an awful fate,

And failed in this to do his part.

The Negroes of the world shall wait
To take their stand against the foe,

And when they fight to win their State
They’ll make Italians drink their woe.

A Fascist king shall never rule
The Blacks of all the lands we know:

The Negro shall be no footstool,
But give to all the seeds they sow.

Let’s honour Nasibu’s fair name,
And damn the Mussolini tribe:

This Abyssinian’s splendid fame
Shall live through pen of Negro scribe.
Look out for time, that’s coming soon,

To strike Italian Fascists down:
To us ’twill be a glorious boon

To have them sprawling on the ground.

Extracted from Ethiopia Through Writers’ Eyes,   
ed. Yves-Marie Stranger. Eland pbk, 376pp, £14.99.

Ras Nasibu by Marcus Garvey
INDIA CONQUERED: BRITAIN’S  
RAJ AND THE CHAOS OF EMPIRE
by Jon Wilson
Reviewed by Mark Reynolds
Simon & Schuster hbk, 576pp, £25

The British Raj conjures images of grand public 
buildings and stern officers establishing order 
among the Indian subcontinent’s restive 
population. Not so, argues historian Wilson in 
this engaging re-evaluation of the rise and fall 
of imperial rule. While governors from Clive to 
Mountbatten were eager to convince the locals 
and the British public that they were in control, in 
practice the regime was ravaged by fear and anxiety 

and ruled by individual self-interest. Rather than imposing a vision of peace and stability, 
these paranoid rulers sought to maintain a fiction of sovereignty, security and prosperity. 
Viewing themselves as virtuous but embattled conquerors, their response to any 
challenge was to retreat or violently attack, and a refusal to engage or negotiate left them 
always on the verge of defeat and humiliation. A lack of understanding between the 
rulers and their subjects caused the system’s collapse, and Britain’s withdrawal in 1947 
was swift and absolute. Wilson examines the everyday lives of administrators, soldiers 
and citizens in a passionate, vital and cautionary study of empire and nation-building.
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From The Little Book of Hygge: The Danish Way to Live Well 
by Meik Wiking

Hygge has been called everything from ‘the art of creating 
intimacy’, ‘cosiness of the soul’ and ‘the absence of annoyance’ 
to ‘taking pleasure from the presence of soothing things’, ‘cosy 
togetherness’ and, my personal favourite, ‘cocoa by candlelight’.

It’s about an atmosphere and an experience, rather than 
about things. It’s about being with the people we love. A feeling 

of home. A feeling that we are safe, shielded from the world and allow ourselves to let  
our guard down. You may be having an endless conversation about the small or big things 
in life – or just be comfortable in each other’s silent company – or simply by yourself 
enjoying a cup of tea. 

One December just before Christmas, I was spending the weekend with some friends 
at an old cabin. The shortest day of the year was brightened by the blanket of snow 
covering the surrounding landscape. When the sun set, around four in the afternoon, we 
would not see it again for 17 hours, and we headed inside to get the fire going. We were 
all tired after hiking and were half asleep, sitting in a semicircle around the fireplace in 
the cabin, wearing big jumpers and woollen socks. The only sounds you could hear were 
the stew boiling, the sparks from the fireplace and someone having a sip of their mulled 
wine. Then one of my friends broke the silence.

‘Could this be any more hygge?’ he asked. ‘Yes,’ one of the girls said after a moment, 
‘if there was a storm raging outside.’ We all nodded.
Published by Penguin, pbk, 288pp, £9.99.
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history, the people and the culture  
at the heart of this country – and the 
delicious recipes passed down through 
generations that bind it all together.

SICILY: RECIPES FROM 
AN  ITALIAN ISLAND
by Katie and  
Giancarlo Caldesi,
Hardie Grant hbk, 
272pp, £25

Sumptuous feasts from Italy’s most 
seductive island, where the cuisine is 
generously infused with Greek, Spanish, 
French and Arab influences. Local gems 
include panelle (chickpea fritters),  and 
sfincione (a thick pizza topped  with 
casciocavallo cheese).

IRAN: PERSIA ANCIENT 
AND MODERN
by Helen Loveday,  
Bruce Wannell, 
Christoph Baumer 
& Bijan Omrani
Odyssey Books & 

Maps pbk, 464pp, £15.95
Revised edition, featuring scholarly 
and informative introductions to 
Zoroaster, Cyrus, Darius and Alexander, 
Persepolis, religious art and architecture, 
modern Iranian film, food, music and all 
the main sites and expeditions.

THE NOISE OF  
ICE: ANTARCTICA
by Enzo Barracco,
Merrell hbk,  
144pp, £30

Stunning images and startling 
commentaries from the photographer’s 
treacherous 2012 expedition to the 
South Pole in the footsteps of Sir Ernest 
Shackleton via the notoriously rough 
Drake Passage. With a foreword by  
Sir Ranulph Fiennes.

AROUND INDIA  
IN 80 TRAINS
by Monisha Rajesh,
Nicholas Brealey pbk, 
272pp, £9.99
The Sheffield-born 

journalist embarks on an epic 40,000-
km adventure around the railways  
of her ancestral homeland, taking in 
mountain-hugging toy trains, luxury 
expresses and Mumbai’s notoriously 
jam-packed commuter carriages. 

A HISTORY OF THE  
WORLD IN 500 WALKS
by Sarah Baxter,
Aurum Press hbk,  
400pp, £20
The intrepid hiker sets  

out inspirational routes among some 
of the planet’s most startling geology, 
in the footsteps of Roman emperors, 
ancient civilisations, medieval pilgrims, 
WWII soldiers, and a plethora of 
explorers, prospectors and traders.

ATLAS OF  
IMPROBABLE PLACES
by Travis Elborough  
and Alan Horsfield,
Aurum Press hbk,  
224pp, £20

Elborough ventures in search of the 
obscure, the bizarre, the beautiful and 
the abandoned, discovering hidden lairs, 
forgotten cities and eccentric feats of 
engineering. Horsfield stays home  
and draws the maps.

THE FOOD OF SPAIN
by Claudia Roden,
Michael Joseph hbk, 
512pp, £30
A definitive, passionate 
and evocative journey 

through the different regions, the 

New this season
THE MARCHES
by Rory Stewart,
Jonathan Cape hbk, 
368pp, £18.99
Stewart and his 90-year-
old father embark on a 

final walk together along the 600-mile 
frontier between Scotland and England, 
reflecting on modern living in an ancient 
landscape, the transforming experiences 
of war and notions of nationhood.

WILD TIMES
by Jini Reddy,
Bradt pbk, 208pp, £14.99
An invigorating catalogue 
of extraordinary experi-
ences connecting with 

nature in Britain, from barefoot walking 
to forest skills, foraging to horse whisper-
ing, with practical tips from wild gurus 
and eco shamans.

PSYCHOGEOGRAPHY
by Will Self and  
Ralph Steadman,
Bloomsbury pbk,  
256pp, £20
Two provocateurs  

collect the best of their popular verbal 
and visual essays about psyche and place 
for The Independent, with backdrops 
ranging from the Scottish Highlands  
to Istanbul and from Morocco to Ohio.

ROTTEN ROW
by Petina Gappah,
Faber & Faber pbk,  
352pp, £12.99
A startling collection 
of stories exploring 

Zimbabwe through a prism of crime 
and justice, dismantling barriers of 
race, gender and sexual politics and 
portraying tangled lives shorn of 
meaning, purpose and reason.
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Volte-face

Volte-face is an invitation to turn around and see afresh the over-
photographed sites of the world, to send our gaze elsewhere, to 
favour the incidental over the monumental.  These landscapes 
are in every sense overlooked. In photographic terms they are 
places to look from, not at, emitting a quiet history, a subtle 
narrative often at odds with the neighbouring monolithic 
structure they face or surround.  

At every location, despite its absence from the photograph, 
my view was constantly suffused with the presence of the 
construction behind me. The camera lens effectively became a 
nodal point between the two and, by giving the photograph the 
title of the unseen partner, this duality could be emphasised.

A witty and provocative collection of 
photographs captures the often ignored  

views away from the world’s most celebrated 
tourist sites and monuments 

words and pictures
Oliver Curtis
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Main picture:  
Great Wall of China, 
Mutianyu, China.

Right: Lenin 
Mausoleum,  
Moscow, Russia.
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Left: Lincoln 
Memorial, 
Washington,  
DC, USA.

Extract © Oliver Curtis from Volte-Face,  
Dewi Lewis hbk, 96pp, £30,
www.dewilewis.com.

Exhibition 19 September to 14 October 
at the Royal Geographical Society, London, 
www.rgs.org.
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a moveable feast

What is your earliest food memory?
Probably baking cakes with my mum. She’d 
arrange all the flour and butter and vanilla 
and keep me occupied in the corner while 
she was cooking the main dishes, and  
I just remember I wanted to do what she 
was doing rather than making the cake. 
She realised I enjoyed it and it just became 
natural and normal to be in the kitchen 
with her. I was around four years old.

At what age did you realise you wanted 
to become a chef?
Oh, around 16, 17. But it was not as popular 
as it is today for people to become chefs, 
and my parents didn’t understand why 
I’d want to cook for people when I had 
my A-Levels and university ahead of me. 
They asked me to compromise and go to 
university and so I did, and I did a Masters 
after that, and then I said, ‘Listen, I’m 

wasting time, I don’t really want to do 
what I’m doing.’ So at 21, I enrolled at Leith’s 
School of Food and Wine and it just really 
went from there.

How do Palestinian dishes differ  
from other Middle Eastern cuisine?
 We have specific dishes that are very, 
very Palestinian – like makloubeh 
(‘upside-down’ spiced rice with lamb and 
aubergines) and mussakhan (chicken 
with sumac, olive oil and onions on 
flatbread, see the recipe on page 88),  
which is the national dish of Palestine. 
They’re made everywhere, but they’re 
known for being Palestinian. 

In the book I mention a few dishes like 
fasoulia bil lahme, which is beans and lamb 
in a garlicky tomato sauce. In Palestine we 
use green beans, in Egypt they use runner 

Joudie Kalla discusses her lifelong love affair with the 
flavours of her mother country 

interview by mark reynolds

beans, and in Lebanon they use butter 
beans, but the dish ultimately is the  
same and it has the same name. 

Are any of the ingredients difficult  
to come by in the UK?
 You can buy tahini everywhere, pomegran-
ate molasses, orange blossom and rose 
water, sesame seeds, pistachios, dukkah 
and za’atar. I scoured lots of shops just to 
make sure people could buy them. We have 
a list at the back of specialist suppliers, but 
you’ll be pretty sure to find everything you 
want in the main supermarkets. 

If you could take just three ingredients  
to a desert island, which would they be?
Aha… I’d definitely take tahini, probably 
za’atar, and olive oil. Really good organic 
Palestinian olive oil is just divine.

What did you cook last time you had 
people over for dinner?
Djaj mehsi, which is baby chicken stuffed 
with spiced mince and Egyptian rice. You 
cook the rice and the meat together up 
to your halfway point, and then you stuff 
the chicken with this mixture, roast it with 

Palestinian 
passions
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Joudie Kalla has been a chef in London for 16 years, working at restaurants such 
as Pengelley’s, Daphne’s and Papillon. She ran the popular Baity Kitchen deli and 
restaurant for three years and now specialises in private catering. Her mouthwatering 
cookbook Palestine on a Plate lovingly recreates delicious family recipes handed down 
for generations, alongside modern improvisations such as za’atar scones and a freekeh 
cake. Her enthusiasm for the food is boundless and infectious.



some water and onions and stock and 
cover it, and then the rice will flake and 
become very moreish and sticky. You serve 
half a chicken to each person, with rice  
and tabbouleh on the side or a salad.  
It’s very homely and comforting. 

What is your typical breakfast?
Probably labneh (strained yoghurt) and 
za’atar with olives, cucumber, tomatoes 
and some pita bread.

What do you most frequently cook  
as your main meal of the day?
The thing I cook the most, because  
I absolutely love it, is fasoulia bil lahme, the 
beans and lamb I was telling you about. It 
just makes all my insides feel like everyone 
in my family is sitting around me, if that 
makes any sense. I cook it a lot for friends 
and they absolutely love it. It’s very, very 
easy, just lots and lots of garlic and onions 
for a really deep, rich tomato sauce.

Which meal would best define your 
childhood?
Oh, warak inab, stuffed vine leaves. My  
mum makes them for every celebration 
– birthdays, Eid, Ramadan. Whatever 
important moment there has been in our 
life, this dish always appeared. It’s delicious 
because it’s tangy and has some really 
melt-in-the-mouth, off-the-bone lamb 
cutlets or lamb neck, layered with Middle 
Eastern courgettes.

In the introduction you say: 'The same 
dish can be created from totally differing 
feelings of nostalgia, happiness, home-
sickness and so many other emotions.' 
Does that mean the same dish comes out 
differently depending on your mood?
I think so. I’ve made certain dishes 
hundreds and hundreds of times, and 
if I’m in a happy mood they always turn 
out better, and if I’m feeling melancholy 
something will change. I think most 
people find that when they’re upset or 
stressed, things don’t work out the same 
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way. They still turn out well, but not  
as you know them. You have to go with 
your mood and do what feels right.

How much time have you been able  
to spend in Palestine?
We’re not able to go in. It’s a very 
complicated situation when people 
leave, refugees like my grandparents and 
my mum and everyone. It became an 
impossibility to go back. My grandmothers 
and my mum and her sisters and brothers 
painted a picture, they have photos and 
memories, but for us it was a no-go. 

There’s a quote in the book that I felt really 
resonated with myself and my family, from 
the Palestinian author Refaat Alareer. He 
wrote: ‘Sometimes a homeland becomes  
a tale. We love the story because it is about 
our homeland and we love our homeland 
even more because of the story.’ 

That means a lot to people in our situation. 
It’s that sort of emotional, romantic 
holding on to something that you 
cannot have again.
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is published by  
Jacqui Small
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Mussakhan – Auntie Lamia’s Way
Chicken Cooked with Sumac, Olive Oil & Onions

Mussakhan, one of the national dishes of Palestine, is just one of those dishes that you can’t stop eating once you have started. You 
absolutely have to eat it with your hands – none of this silly fork-and-knife business, please! The flavour is just more exaggerated 
when eaten by hand. In Ramallah, in Palestine, they have just submitted the largest mussakhan, which has been accepted by the 
Guinness Book of Records. It is more than 4 metres (13 feet) long and weighs more than 1,350kg (2,976lb). I would love to have a bite 
of that! This is a very simple, hearty, full-of-flavour dish that you must try. It should be very oniony and dripping with olive oil. The 
sumac really is the star of the show and turns the bread a beautiful magenta colour. Auntie Lamia always used to make this when 
she was coming to the end of her visit to London, before going back home to Palestine – it was always her farewell dish.

ingredients 
Serves 6–8
1 whole large chicken, skin on  
    and cut into 4–6 pieces
5 cardamom pods
2 tablespoons sea salt
550–650ml (19-22fl oz) olive oil
12–14 onions, chopped
1 teaspoon ground cumin
B/c teaspoon black pepper
B/c teaspoon ground cinnamon
150g (5B/c oz) sumac
4–6 flat breads
75g (2D/eoz) toasted pine nuts
75g (2D/eoz) toasted almonds
fresh flat-leaf parsley, chopped,  
to serve

method
Put the chicken in a saucepan of water with the cardamom and 1 tablespoon of the salt 
and boil for 1 hour.

Heat the oil in a frying pan and sauté the onions, remaining salt, cumin, black pepper and 
cinnamon for about 45 minutes over a low heat until completely soft but not browned.

Preheat the oven to 220°C fan (240°C/465°F/Gas 9).

Once the chicken has boiled, remove it from the water (you can keep the stock and use it 
for another recipe, if liked).

Place about 1 tablespoon of the cooked onions onto each piece of chicken and sprinkle 
some sumac over the top of each one. Place the chicken pieces on a baking tray and bake 
for 5 minutes until slightly browned on top.

Slather each flat bread with onions, scatter generously with sumac, adding bits of chicken 
and some toasted nuts and parsley to each one. Repeat for all the remaining breads and 
pieces of chicken and serve. Rip pieces of bread with the chicken, get messy and eat with 
your hands.



SOUTH AUSTRALIA

A
n epicurean has come to mean 

someone who appreciates 

good food and wine, but the 

word actually owes its origin to 

something far more flavoursome.

In 307 BC, the Greek philosopher 

Epicurus would sit in his garden teaching 

Epicureanism.

He said pleasure was the greatest thing 

a human could strive to achieve, and 

if achieved simply and in moderation, 

it would lead to the real endgame: 

tranquillity.

I suspect the good people of South 

Australia were not channelling Epicurus 

when they devised the Epicurean Way, an 

(almost) circular self-drive trail through 

four of Australia’s best-known food and 

wine regions.

Yet, the 250-mile round-trip is far 

more than a gorge-fest for the likes of 

Monty Python’s Mr Creosote – indeed it 

may even be a pathway to higher things.

A back-of-the-envelope calculation 

suggests that the Adelaide Hills, 

McLaren Vale, Barossa and Clare Valley 

are home to at least 250 tasting rooms 

and probably twice as many farm stalls.

That’s a lot of tasting, and sensible 

heads would immediately suggest this is 

not going to be done in a day.

In fact, four days are recommended 

but sections of the trail can be done in 

tasty, bite-sized chunks over a couple of 

weekends or saved for your next visit to 

the state.

The fact is, unlike Sydney or 

Melbourne, you don’t have a two-hour 

slog through traffic and residential 

areas to find some countryside: both 

the McLaren Vale and fabled Barossa 

can be reached in 45 minutes from 

downtown Adelaide; the Adelaide Hills 

wine region – its 765-yard elevation 

fostering champion cool-climate wines – 

is just 20 minutes away.

These three neighbouring regions 

do lively trade at weekends, loved 

by locals as the perfect place for a 

long lunch.

You can’t rush pleasure.

And here perhaps is the first lesson 

the Epicureans have to impart: Slow 

down! Slow down! For your pathway 

to pleasure cannot be rushed…

Wise travellers on the Epicurean 

Way will commence their journey, 

not by consulting a map, but by 

booking ahead for a lunch table.

If you’re going south to McLaren 

Vale, try new star restaurant Leonard’s 

Mill, old star restaurant shining 

brightly once more, the Salopian Inn or, 

more simply, The Star of Greece. 

The Epicurean Way  
to culinary tranquillity

BY MAX ANDERSON



The last, named for a shipwreck, 

serves top-drawer seafood overlooking 

a blissful beach; it also offers the very 

apogee of simple Epicurean pleasures – 

the opportunity to kick off one’s shoes 

between courses and take a splash 

through the shallows.

If you’re lunching in the Adelaide 

Hills, try Mount Lofty Ranges Vineyard 

to feel the soothing embrace of steep 

vales under vine, perfectly paired with 

an earthy, unpretentious menu; or take 

to the deck of The Lane Vineyard, its à la 

carte menu outshone only by sun on the 

vineyards of sauvignon grape.

A gentle harvest
Head north to the Barossa and you 

can eat country fare in the farmhouse 

owned by national treasure Maggie Beer. 

Or, enjoy one of Australia’s greatest 

eating experiences at Hentley Farm and 

Cellar Door Restaurant: astonishing 

both diners and critics, Hentley Farm 

offers no menu, only the choice of 

whether you want the two-hour or the 

four-hour lunch experience. The chef 

then serves what’s best right now 

– a degustation of wild and good 

things foraged and harvested from 

gentle surrounds.

You can taste the history at Langmeil 

Winery in the Barossa (Christian 

Auricht’s original 1843 Shiraz vines 

are still producing fruit), Sevenhill Cellars 

in the Clare Valley (run by Jesuits since 

1851 and still producing sacramental 

wine) and Hardy’s Tintara in McLaren 

Vale (Thomas Hardy set to work in 1839 

and went on to become the largest 

producer in Australia).

For some unusual layers of history, 

don’t miss Seppeltsfield in the Barossa.

The approach to the 1851 property is 

via an extraordinary avenue of 2,000 date 

palms, effectively a job-creation scheme 

during the Great Depression.

The winery is also home to The 

Centennial Cellar where barrels of 

fortified wines (port) have been stored 

since 1878 – you can try a drop from 

the barrel marked with your birth year.

Nourish the soul
Sam Scott in Hahndorf in the Adelaide 

Hills is a winemaker who’s making waves 

with his Fiano; Larry Jacob’s Grüner 

Veltliner regularly sells out of Hahndorf 

Hill Winery; and Justin Lane at Alpha 

Box and Dice (draws a young crowd with 

his funky tasting room and even funkier 

‘united nations of varieties’ that includes 

Barbera, Sangiovese and Aglianico.

The Epicureans would certainly 

approve of the recent re-emergence 

of old values and old techniques in 

food production: keep it local, keep it 

flavoursome and keep it real.

Sample the oil from Evillo’s hand-

harvested olives, Willabrand’s chocolate-

dipped figs, and the traditionally cured 

small goods of Linke’s in the Barossa. 

And, if you don’t believe your tastebuds, 

then get hands-on: learn to make cheese 

at Udder Delights, blend your own wines 

at Penfolds (yes, that Penfolds) or spend 

a day using locally-grown ingredients 

under a chef at Chapel Hill, Casa Carboni 

or The Sticky Rice Cooking School.

And finally, don’t be afraid to surrender 

the car; find a walking trail or hire a 

bicycle and nourish nothing more than 

your soul.

Some of the grandest views can be 

enjoyed from Mount Lofty Botanic 

Gardens (overlooking the Piccadilly 

Valley in Adelaide Hills), Onkaparinga 

National Park (near Chapel Hill winery 

in McLaren Vale) and Mengler’s Hill 

(Barossa). If you have the time, hire a 

bicycle in Clare or Auburn and cycle 

the disused railway track that is now the 

Clare Valley Riesling Trail.  It threads 

for 20 miles through paddocks and 

vales, past evocative stone villages and 

winemakers of note like Annie’s Lane, 

Mount Horrocks and Sevenhill.

Your days will be full. The boot of your 

car may be full. You will almost definitely 

be full. But if you’ve also found that 

moment when all feels exactly right with 

your world, well that’s tranquillity.

South Australia's Wine Country 
From £2,025 pp incl. return international flights, car rental & 7 nights accommodation

To book your South Australia holiday, call a Wexas specialist on 020 7838 5958

advertorial
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Hapuku Lodge 
Kaikoura

Built in a grove of tall manuka trees 
in 2006, the core of the Lodge is a series 
of luxurious treehouses set between 
the mountains and the sea. Next door 
is a deer farm where stags bellow all 
night. Beyond that is Hapuku’s vineyard 
and a grove of olives. And somewhere 
in this eco-friendly complex is a floodlit 
swimming pool, an elegant drawing 
room where guests gather for aperitifs 
before a huge fire, and a top restaurant 
led by a Masterchef New Zealand finalist. 
Who could resist?

The treehouses are the big draw here. 
Each is perched 30 feet up in a living 
tree and reached by a winding wooden 
stair. They’re clad in weather-beaten 
timbers and look precarious, but inside 
there’s sleek designer style – a jacuzzi 
with a view of the sea, a fireside recliner 
surveying snowy peaks inland, satin 
drapes and grey slate floors. There are 

It’s not every day that you get to sleep in a treehouse overlooking the South Pacific near one of the planet’s finest locations for seeing 
whales and swimming with dolphins. But it’s not every day you get to stay at Hapuku Lodge, dubbed the world’s most romantic hotel.

even family treehouses, with extra 
bedrooms for adventurous children. 
 
The owners are keen to be green and the 
hotel’s materials and operations observe 
strict eco standards. Interior furnishings 
were crafted by local woodworkers. 
Garden plantings have been chosen 
to encourage birdlife. Much of the 
restaurant produce is sourced locally, in 
their own fruit and vegetable gardens 
or from nearby fishermen and hunters. 
Deer from the farm feature on the menu, 
as do the wild crayfish that gave the area 
its name in Maori times – ‘kai’ is to eat, 
‘koura’ is crayfish.

Kaikoura itself is another draw. 
Nowhere else on earth has such deep 
water so close to land, courtesy of the 
1200-metre-deep Kaikoura Trench just 
a kilometre offshore. This attracts vast 
numbers of sea creatures including giant 

squid, fur seals and 14 species of dolphin 
and whale. The town has pioneered 
marine safaris, whether by boat, snorkel 
or kayak, and operators claim you have  
a 95% chance of seeing whales any day 
of the year.

The town itself is a sleepy little place,  
a grid of Victorian villas beside a gentle 
bay with a splendid colonial church. The 
old whaling station is housed in a shack 
from 1842, now a museum of the harsh 
life of those times. On the headland 
above lie the ruins of a historic Maori 
village, which you can visit on a tour led 
by local descendants, which also takes  
in Maori cooking and forest medicine. 

As a snapshot of all that’s best in New 
Zealand, from wildlife encounters to 
fine dining, ancient cultures to modern 
luxury, a stay at Hapuku Lodge would  
be very hard to beat.
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Bay of Many Coves
Trani

Hotel Debrett
Auckland

Marlborough Sounds is one of New Zealand’s most dramatic 
playgrounds, and this luxury lodge offers one of the best ways 
to enjoy it. You can moor your boat at the waterfront, beneath 
the swimming pool and the gourmet restaurant, or land at 
the helipad on the hill with its views across the mountains 
and creeks of the Sounds, or maybe just arrive by water taxi 
from nearby Picton. However you get here, the outside world 
seems very far off in this cluster of wooden cabins on a remote 
cove, surrounded by wild forest and looking over water.

But you won’t be roughing it out here. Architect-designed 
cabins offer five-star luxury, including private sundecks 
with great views. The award-winning restaurant offers fine 
dining, with a superb tasting menu based on local ingredients, 
including seafood and venison to die for. And the lodge is 
small enough to allow a high standard of personal service, 
supervised by the owners who live on site.

The local area is justly famous. Wildlife activities include 
swimming with dolphins, whale watching and birdspotting 
at the only King Cormorant breeding colony in the world. 
For adventurers, there is sea kayaking among the creeks and 
hiking through 52 hectares of private bush, alive with native 
birds, or up to the celebrated Queen Charlotte Track. The 
lodge can organise fishing trips in the calm waters of the 
Sounds or out to sea for bigger game. And for the less sporty, 
there are guided tours of the renowned vineyards of the 
Marlborough region. 

Or you may just prefer to loll idly beside the water, sipping a cool 
drink and speculating on what might be happening in the noisy 
world you’ve left behind.

Set in the heart of downtown Auckland, this 25-room boutique 
hotel is a retro take on the urban vibe. Originally built in 1925,  
its Art Deco interiors have been refreshed with bright colours 
and designer fittings, from flame-red sofas to swirling 
chandeliers, acid-coloured carpets to mirrored bedrooms. Pride 
of place is given to the glass-roofed atrium at its core, which 
has become Debrett’s Kitchen – a casual but stylish restaurant 
complete with local art, mid-century furniture and eccentric 
trinkets from the hotel’s past.

And what a past it is. Opened in 1841 as The Commercial Hotel, 
this was one of the city’s first hotels but it burned down in 
a series of fires. Rebuilt in 1925, it became a top spot for the 
cocktail set from the 1930s to the 1980s. 

By the beginning of this century, it had morphed into a run-
down backpackers. The current owners have changed all  
that, and have won awards for their revival. 

Today the hotel offers a welcome combination of high style 
and intimate scale. Its Cornerbar is a cheerful café on the street, 
while its Housebar is an Art Deco haven for the sophisticated 
drinker. High tea with New Zealand fizz is offered every 
weekend. And the rooms are filled with pop-art furniture, each 
in a different configuration. It’s a sanctuary of style in the centre 
of the modern city.
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Combining outdoor adventure with a relaxed atmosphere  
and first-class hospitality, the exceptional Tierra Atacama is  
a boutique hotel and spa situated in the arid deserts of northern 
Chile. With striking architectural features, stylish interiors and 
a designer spa, the hotel’s award-winning blend of beauty and 
luxury is the perfect antidote to its austere surroundings.

Muted earth tones contrast vividly with the whitewashed 
interior walls of the hotel’s spacious accommodation. In the 
Oriente Rooms, beds with roll-down shades sit alongside 
bathrooms enclosed with frosted glass, while outdoor showers 
add an indulgent extra touch. Making the most of the desert 
sun are private terraces with views towards Licancabur Volcano. 

The Singular  
Santiago

Tierra Atacama 
Hotel & Spa

San Pedro de Atacama

Similar in style, but with even more space, the Poniente  
Rooms come with relaxing bathtubs and large picture windows 
looking out to the Salt Mountain Range. For larger families, 
the Family Rooms come with three bedrooms (including one 
en suite), spread across two levels with a connecting internal 
staircase: they can sleep up to six guests. Wifi, heating and air-
conditioning come as standard, while handmade textiles and 
crafts add an authentic finish throughout.

The hotel features a bar and elegant dining area, which offers  
a menu of light and healthy Chilean and Andean-inspired 
dishes accompanied by fine Chilean wines. You can dive 
into delicious local crab and grilled pear salad, followed by 
ostrich filet and then traditional kutchen cake with Cabernet 
Sauvignon ice cream. The bar serves a range of artisan beers 
from local breweries and carefully crafted cocktails, including  
a superb Pisco Sour – Chile’s national drink.

Facilities include a living room, library, bar, swimming pool, 
gardens and a large terrace with panoramic views across the 
desert, the volcano and the surrounding mountains. 

The star of the show is the stylish Uma Spa, where guests can 
enjoy a range of rejuvenating treatments from massages to 
facials along with a steam room, jacuzzi and Turkish bath. 

Beyond the hotel, guests can choose from an extensive list 
of adventurous excursions in the Atacama region, including 
the Tatio Geysers, the Salar de Tara, the Valle de la Luna (Valley 
of the Moon) and the beautiful Altiplanic Lagoons. There’s also 
the chance to enjoy star gazing, horse riding, bird watching, 
volcano climbing, biking and hiking. 

Five-star luxury in Lastarria, one of the most charming districts 
of Chile’s vibrant capital. The building is a striking blend of 
twentieth-century design and French neo-classicism, exuding 
traditional charm at every turn. Rooms are spacious and 
beautifully furnished, all featuring luxury bathrooms with 
marble interiors and walk-in showers. The expansive Singular 
Suite features a separate living area and double vanity bathroom. 
The restaurant, with its black-and-white checkerboard tiling and 
classic furnishings, continues the elegance, its menu inspired by 
the history and traditions of Chilean gastronomy and using the 
very best local ingredients. The cellar, of course, is extensive and 
celebrates the best of Chilean wine-making. After a day exploring 
the bustling streets of Santiago, the Singular’s 3,300 square foot 
wellness centre and spa offers the perfect place to relax, unwind 
and indulge in a treatment, massage, sauna or jacuzzi.
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Vira Vira Hacienda Hotel 
Pucón

This luxurious hotel and hacienda from Relais & Châteaux 
commands an enviable location on the shaded banks of the 
Luicura River. Surrounded by ancient araucaria trees and close  
to three volcanic peaks – Villarica, Lanin and Quetrupillan –  
it’s a spectacular base for exploring some of Chile’s finest 
landscapes. The farm still hosts a dairy and the hotel observes 
the highest ecological standards. Rooms and spacious suites 
are spread throughout the main building, the original hacienda 
and the grounds, with views to the lagoon and river. Their private 
terraces open out to lush, landscaped gardens. From yoga classes 
to cheese-making demonstrations, life at the Hacienda is nothing 
if not varied. But step away from its cocon and you can discover  
a region full of excitement and adventure, from rafting, kayaking, 
nature walks and fishing trips to cycling, sailing and volcano 
flights: the hotel’s free activity programme covers them all.

Tierra Chiloé Hotel & Spa 
Chiloé Island

Idyllically located amid the forested coastlines and sleepy 
villages of northern Patagonia’s Chiloé archipelago, this award-
winning hotel with its striking geometric design is a luxurious 
base for exploring a most enigmatic destination. Its 12 rooms 
combine sleek design with elements of traditional Chiloé 
craftsmanship, their panoramic windows looking out to views  
of the ocean and archipelago beyond. From here you can discover 
the islands on a programme of excursions including cultural 
tours, horse riding, cycling, hiking and guided boat trips: the 
lodge has its own vessel, Williche, for navigating Chiloé’s peaceful 
inland waters. Back at the hotel, there’s a spa with sauna, steam 
room, massage room and large jacuzzi with views to the Pullao 
Wetland. And the restaurant takes you on a journey of its own, 
carefully prepared and beautifully presented, through Chiloé’s 
rich gastronomic landscape.

Patagonia Camp  
Nr Torres del Paine National Park

This luxury tented camp is about as close as you can get to the 
granite spires of Torres del Paine without staying inside the park 
itself. And with its peaceful position on the shores of shimmering 
Lago del Toro, and sweeping views to the Paine massif, it’s a 
favourite option for exploring the park. Drawing inspiration from 
Africa’s luxurious safari camps, Patagonia Camp offers 20 en-suite 
luxury yurts, with handcrafted furniture, skylights for star gazing 
and mesmerising views. Three brand new superior/family yurts 
have their own private terrace and outdoor jacuzzi. The camp’s 
excellent restaurant offers local specialities such as southern hake, 
king crab, salmon and succulent lamb. The lodge offers a full range 
of activities both inside the national park and among its scenic 
surroundings, from glacier walks and full-day hikes to kayaking, 
horse riding, stand-up paddling and fishing – or you might prefer  
a zodiac tour along the Serrano River to an iceberg-filled lagoon.



TAJ EXOTICA, GOA
Set across 56 tropical acres, Taj Exotica – fronted by Benaulim Beach – is within Set across 56 tropical acres, Taj Exotica – fronted by Benaulim Beach – is within 
touching distance of Goa’s top attractions. The resort’s architecture – realised in sun-touching distance of Goa’s top attractions. The resort’s architecture – realised in sun-
drenched atriums and fl ower-lined patios – recalls a certain Mediterranean grandeur drenched atriums and fl ower-lined patios – recalls a certain Mediterranean grandeur 
precipitated by the state’s Portuguese infl uences. Whether you choose a spacious precipitated by the state’s Portuguese infl uences. Whether you choose a spacious 
villa, a room with a sea view or a private plunge pool offering, your accommodation villa, a room with a sea view or a private plunge pool offering, your accommodation 
will be furnished with intricate Indic detailing. And, it’s hard not to fall for Goa’s charms will be furnished with intricate Indic detailing. And, it’s hard not to fall for Goa’s charms 
with enticing menus of traditional local delicacies and regionally inspired treatments with enticing menus of traditional local delicacies and regionally inspired treatments 
at the Jiva Spa. But that’s not to say that you’ll be without Taj’s famed standard of at the Jiva Spa. But that’s not to say that you’ll be without Taj’s famed standard of 
international luxury. Relax by the pool – complete with its very own beach lawns international luxury. Relax by the pool – complete with its very own beach lawns 
– or take up one of the sports on offer with archery, tennis, cricket and golf all – or take up one of the sports on offer with archery, tennis, cricket and golf all 
represented. There’s even a beauty parlour and salon to keep you pampered.represented. There’s even a beauty parlour and salon to keep you pampered.

W here the country’s north is characterised by semi-arid deserts and giant 
mountains, South India’s geography is one informed by its great plunge into 
the Indian Ocean. Start with its spread of beaches – including Goa’s gems 
and the fi shing-town-turned-resort–getaway of Kovalam – before moving 

away from the region’s golden front to an interior whose surprising greenery of rice 
paddies and coconut trees is supported by a myriad of Keralan backwaters. Drift 
down waterways on a thatched roof houseboat or take it all in with some time off 
in Kumarakom, Kerala’s largest lake and the ideal palm-tree-fringed hideaway. It’s all 
backed by the state’s mountainous national parks where elephants still hide in the 
forests, hill stations offer cool respite and tea plantations terrace rolling contours. 
And, as the Portuguese, Chinese and the British have all done over its 600 year 
history, perhaps use the port town of Kochi as your gateway to it all. You’ll watch as 
traders and explorers have left their mark in everything from synagogues to English 
village charm. But, if you look even further, you’ll fi nd ancient civilisations hidden 
among tumbling stones in Hampi and, in neighbouring Tamil Nadu, off-the-beaten-
track temple complexes stand out in all their colourful chaos. 

For more information or to book any of the Taj hotels 
featured, call a Wexas specialist on 020 7838 5958.



VIVANTA BY TAJ – MALABAR, KOCHI
Situated on the very tip of Willingdon Island, the Vivanta frames a magnifi cent 
view over Kochi harbour. Inside, old-world elegance is combined with modern day 
convenience as the graceful Victorian interiors of its heritage wing – built in 1935 
– are host to high-speed WiFi and fl at screen televisions alike. Look for those with 
sunset balcony views. And, whether it’s international fi ne dining at The Pepper, a 
seafood journey aboard the Rice Boat or oriental classics at The Pavilion, you’ll fi nd 
that your taste buds are equally well looked after. In terms of facilities, the fi tness 
centre, swimming pool and games room are all excellent, but it’s the experiences that 
really stand out. Take a sunset cruise, enjoy high tea at sea or even explore Kerala’s 
backwaters on the hotel’s three-bed yacht. Whatever you choose, end the day with a 
glass of something cool on the jetty for Kochi’s ultimate sundowner. 

VIVANTA BY TAJ, KUMARAKOM
First built as a 19th century colonial bungalow by an English missionary, Taj’s First built as a 19th century colonial bungalow by an English missionary, Taj’s 
Kumarakom iteration sits amid a verdant tropical garden on the banks of Vembanad Kumarakom iteration sits amid a verdant tropical garden on the banks of Vembanad 
Lake, surrounded by those swaying palms and tranquil waters that so characterise Lake, surrounded by those swaying palms and tranquil waters that so characterise 
Kerala’s famous waterways. The resort’s cottages and villas retain every bit of the Kerala’s famous waterways. The resort’s cottages and villas retain every bit of the 
site’s 150-year-old charm, complete with dark wood furnishings, private balconies and site’s 150-year-old charm, complete with dark wood furnishings, private balconies and 
wonderful views across the lagoon. Some even feature private pools. It’s the perfect wonderful views across the lagoon. Some even feature private pools. It’s the perfect 
place for backwaters exploration or waterside relaxation with a superb swimming place for backwaters exploration or waterside relaxation with a superb swimming 
pool, fully equipped fi tness centre and a spa offering a range of traditional Ayurvedic pool, fully equipped fi tness centre and a spa offering a range of traditional Ayurvedic 
treatments. Dining is based around local dishes with catch-of-the-day seafood, treatments. Dining is based around local dishes with catch-of-the-day seafood, 
unsurprisingly, playing a major role as lakeside and al fresco settings bring you closer to unsurprisingly, playing a major role as lakeside and al fresco settings bring you closer to 
God’s own country. 

VIVANTA BY TAJ – GREEN COVE, VIVANTA BY TAJ – GREEN COVE, 
KOVALAMKOVALAM
This traditional resort combines luxury and location, perched on a green hillside that This traditional resort combines luxury and location, perched on a green hillside that 
marks the division between one of Kerala’s fi nest beaches and its storied backwaters. marks the division between one of Kerala’s fi nest beaches and its storied backwaters. 
Accommodation comes in the form of stylish elephant-grass thatched cottages and Accommodation comes in the form of stylish elephant-grass thatched cottages and 
suites. Here, wide French windows open onto private verandahs and views over suites. Here, wide French windows open onto private verandahs and views over 
Balinese-style landscaped gardens out to the sparkling ocean beyond. Those with a Balinese-style landscaped gardens out to the sparkling ocean beyond. Those with a 
private pool are particularly enticing. After making use of the nine-hole golf course, private pool are particularly enticing. After making use of the nine-hole golf course, 
library, spa, infi nity pool or fi tness centre, retire for a range of gourmet dining options. library, spa, infi nity pool or fi tness centre, retire for a range of gourmet dining options. 
There’s everything from freshly caught seafood and traditional curries to Continental There’s everything from freshly caught seafood and traditional curries to Continental 
and Middle Eastern cuisine.and Middle Eastern cuisine.
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Founded in 1993, Oman Air is the 
national airline of the Sultanate of 
Oman. Its growing fl eet currently 
stands at 43 aircraft, which fl y to 
50 destinations in 27 countries. 
Flying twice daily out of London 
Heathrow and a daily Manchester 
fl ight to launch in April 2017 to 
Muscat, travellers can enjoy 
superb onward connections to 
destinations across the Middle East, 
Indian Subcontinent, Far East and 
East Africa.

The combination of award-winning 
products and services – including 
spacious and comfortable aircraft 
cabins – and the warmest of 
Omani hospitality ensures an 
outstanding passenger experience 
on every fl ight.

ECONOMY CLASS
With a 34" seat pitch and adjustable 
foot, head and armrests, guests can 
expect a comfortable journey in Oman 
Air’s Economy Class. Modern travellers 
can stay connected with a PC power 
port and Ethernet plug (one per double 
seat) and a multi plug (USB and RCA 
video) back-mounted next to your 10.6" 
LCD entertainment screen showing 
the latest Hollywood blockbusters, TV 
shows and music. Economy class dining 
takes the highest quality seasonal 
ingredients showcased in menus 
bursting with Arabic and international 
fl avours. A complimentary selection 
of hot and cold drinks are served to 
accompany each in-fl ight meal.

BUSINESS CLASS
Oman Air’s Business Class is equipped 
with 77.5" lie-fl at seats, offering an 
impressive seat pitch of 82", along with 
electrically controlled back and leg rests 
and seat depth. The in-fl ight dining 
menu pairs modern and traditional 
fi ne dining and Arabic signature dishes 
with a cellar of award-winning wines 
and champagnes. A wide range of fi ne 
teas and coffee, as well as non-alcoholic 
beverages are also available throughout 
your fl ight. And the outstanding service 

continues on the ground, with access to 
Oman Air’s exclusive lounges and use of 
their Premium Chauffeur Drive Airport 
Transfer Service at selected destinations 
across the network.

FIRST CLASS
First Class passengers will experience 
unmatched luxury with Oman Air, 
including lie-fl at seats with direct 
aisle access and sumptuous à la carte 
dining. The airline’s signature First Class 
Mini Suite has the longest lie-fl at seat 
available on any commercial airliner, 
a built-in eight-point massage system 
and a huge 23" video monitor ensuring 
a journey of unsurpassed comfort and 
the very latest in-fl ight entertainment. 
And, with only six suites on board, 
coupled with a luxurious lounge area, 
guests will feel like they’ve stepped on 
board an exclusive private jet.

INTRODUCING 
OMAN AIR

For more information and the latest fares please contact 
a Wexas specialist on 020 7838 5958
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ON 
THE 
WING
Recent outbreaks of infectious diseases  
including SARS, Bird Flu, Swine Flu, Ebola 
and Zika have worried many travellers. 
You can avoid them with these steps. 

Diseases
Chikungunya is found in over 60 
countries across Africa and Asia, Europe 
and the Americas. Symptoms include 
fever and severe joint pain, muscle 
pain, headache, nausea, fatigue and 
rash. There is no cure, and ineffective 
treatment is focused on symptom relief. 
  
Dengue has spread dramatically through 
sub-tropical climates, particularly in Asia 
and Latin America. Symptoms are similar 
to Chikungunya, ranging from a fl u-like 
illness to occasionally a severe form that 
can be lethal. Previous infection can 
cause more severe reactions a second 
time. There is no specifi c treatment. 

Malaria is a sometimes fatal infection 
transmitted in infected bites. Over 90 
countries have ongoing transmission. 
There are various prevention 
medications, some of which are used 
as treatments. Due to their misuse and 
biological factors, resistance is now a 
worry. As with antibiotics, you can help 
the future of mankind by completing 
your prescribed course as instructed. 

Yellow fever is rare but can be fatal. The 
virus is endemic in Africa and Central 
and South America. Symptoms include 

headache, jaundice, muscle pain, nausea, 
vomiting, fatigue and fever. Only a 
minority of infections develop severe 
symptoms. There is currently no specifi c 
treatment. An effective vaccine is only 
needed once for life-long protection.  

Zika is transmitted by mosquitoes 
and can also be sexually transmitted 
between humans. See our last issue.

Preventative measures
Know your enemy. Consult these reliable 
websites: Fitfortravel by NHS Scotland 
(http://www.fi tfortravel.nhs.uk/home.
aspx), Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (www.cdc.gov/), and the 
World Health Organization (www.who.
int/). These have maps of risk areas for 
all these diseases, updated to include 
shifting patterns and new outbreaks. 

The easiest and best prevention is vac-
cination. This is available for some of 
these infections (Yellow Fever, Japanese 
Encephalitis) but not others (Zika, 
Malaria, Chikungunya). A new vaccine for 
Dengue is being tested. Yellow Fever vac-
cination is compulsory in some countries. 

Remember vaccines need time (days 
to weeks) or a course of several jabs, to 
build suffi cient protection. So plan them 

well in advance, through your local travel 
health service or specialist clinic. 

In addition, arm yourself with effective 
insect repellent. Evidence-based insect 
repellents are necessary in risk areas. 
The active ingredient to look for is 
Permethrin, which is commonly used 
as a treatment for clothing, nets and 
accessories. Apply repellent regularly, 
particularly at dusk and dawn, and 
reapply after water-based activities. 

Don’t forget to use a mosquito net to 
protect against night-biting mosquitoes. 
Insecticide-treated bed nets are effective. 
Using a fan (to increase air fl ow) or air-
conditioning (mosquitoes avoid cooler 
areas) can help deter mosquitoes from 
your sleeping area. 

Wear long sleeves and trousers to 
prevent bites. You can treat your clothing 
with insecticide (albeit not your best silk 
dress) or buy pre-treated clothing. 

And fi nally, avoid or reduce visits to risk 
areas. If travel isn’t necessary but is risky, 
maybe think twice about your itinerary.

Dr Kumar has travelled in over 90 
countries, including working with 
Ebola in West Africa and Zika in Brazil.

Dr Alexander Kumar discusses diseases 
transmitted by mosquitoes
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GLOBAL 
HOT SPOTS
1 BRAZIL
The Zika virus remains a threat in 
lowland areas, though the mosquitoes 
that carry it are rare at altitudes above 
2,000 metres. Increasing or widespread 
transmission has been reported across 
the country, and pregnant women are 
advised to postpone non-essential travel.  
A recent survey found that the rate of 
birth defects involving the nervous 
system has nearly doubled across Brazil 
since the virus emerged. Travellers 
should follow the advice of the National 
Travel Health Network and Centre and 
discuss travel plans with healthcare 
providers, particularly if planning  
to become pregnant.

2 SOUTH SUDAN
The British Foreign Office advises against 
all travel to South Sudan. Despite a peace 
agreement to end the civil war, and the 
formation of a transitional government 
in April, the political situation remains 
volatile. In July fighting broke out 
in Juba between presidential and 
opposition forces. A ceasefire is currently 
holding, Juba Airport is open and some 
commercial flights are operating, but 
travellers should check flights with 
airlines before going to the airport.  
Areas along the border with Sudan  
are subject to cross-border fighting.

3 THAILAND
A wave of bombings hit various tourist 
areas in August, including Phuket, Hua 
Hin, Surat Thani and Phang Nga. Fires 
in Krabi and Nakhon Sri Thammarat 
may also be linked to such attacks. 
Further incidents are possible, and an 
increased security presence remains in 
some tourist areas. Meanwhile, border 
areas with Malaysia are subject to a 

local insurgency and the Foreign Office 
advises against all but essential travel 
to the frontier provinces of Pattani, Yala, 
Narathiwat and Songkhla. Travellers 
should exercise caution, particularly in 
public places, monitor local media and 
follow the advice of local authorities.

4 TURKEY
Tensions remain after the attempted 
coup in July. A state of emergency 
still holds. Arrests of suspected coup 
sympathisers have been widespread, and 
in some busy areas, especially Istanbul, 
the Turkish authorities are stopping 
people for ID checks. Police checkpoints 
have been increased on main roads 
throughout Turkey. Travellers should 
co-operate with officials conducting 
checks, and carry their passport and  
a printed copy of their visa or residence 
permit at all times.

Border areas near Syria and Iraq are 
hazardous. Military operations against 
the Kurdish separatist PKK continue in 
the city of Diyarbakir, and have occurred 
in Sirnak and Hakkari. In August the army 
started operations across the Syrian 
border near Karkamis and declared 
special security zones in villages along 
the border in Gaziantep province. The 
Foreign Office advises against travel  

to within 10 km of the Syrian border.
Meanwhile terrorist attacks on 

civilians have occurred throughout 
2016. Various bombings in January, 
March, June and August killed scores 
of people in Istanbul and Ankara, 
while official targets included Ataturk 
International Airport in Istanbul and a 
military barracks in Ankara. In August 
two policemen were killed by a bomb 
on the road from Antalya to Kemer on 
the south coast, and 50 wedding guests 
were killed in an attack at Gaziantep 
near the Syrian border. Attacks are likely 

1

6
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to target the Turkish state, civilians and 
demonstrations, but it is increasingly 
likely that some attacks will also 
target Western interests and tourists, 
particularly in the major cities.

5 UKRAINE
Russian forces and pro-Russian groups 
have established full operational control 
in Crimea, which was annexed by Russia 
in 2014. Ukrainian International Airlines 
have cancelled all flights to Simferopol. 
and all train and official bus services 
to Crimea. The Crimean sea ports of 
Kerch, Sevastopol, Feodosia, Yalta and 
Yevpatoria have been designated by  
the Ukrainian authorities as closed  
to international shipping.

In south-eastern areas bordering 

Russia, fighting continues. The security 
situation in Donetsk and Luhansk 
remains highly unstable with ongoing 
clashes between Ukrainian armed forces 
and Russian-backed armed separatists. 
This has resulted in more than 9,000 
deaths and the displacement of over 1.5 
million people. Civilians continue to get 
caught up in the fighting.

The situation in Kyiv and western cities 
is generally calm, although occasional 
public demonstrations take place around 
the parliament building and elsewhere 
in Kyiv. These can turn violent with little 
warning. There has been a series of small 
explosions (mainly at night) and other 
security incidents in Kyiv, Kharkiv, Odesa, 
Kherson and Lviv, including bombs 
placed in pubs, cafes and outside banks. 

6 VENEZUELA
Frequent protests have taken place 
over the past year in Caracas and other 
cities across the country. Some have 
been in response to economic issues like 
electricity, water and food shortages, 
others have been political protests. 
The majority were peaceful, some have 
resulted in injuries or deaths. There have 
also been cases of looting in response to 
shortages of goods, and crowds lynching 
suspected criminals. Travellers should 
remain alert to developments and avoid 
protests, which can lead to violence 
with little notice. There may also be 
significant delays on the main routes 
into cities affected by protests.

2 3

4

5
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on my travels

Still crazy after all these years
This October the iconic explorer Colonel John 
Blashford-Snell celebrates his eightieth birthday. 
For half a century he has led daring expeditions to 
the world’s wildest places, whether descending the 
Blue Nile or driving across the Darien Gap, delivering 
a grand piano to a tribe in Guyana or searching for 
lost cities in Bolivia. Along the way he has invented 
white-water rafting (‘by accident’ on the Nile), set up 
the Scientific Exploration Society to send expeditions 
worldwide, and launched Operations Drake and 
Raleigh for young people. And he’s not stopping yet. 
Just back from saving elephants in Kenya this spring, 
he’s now planning his next expeditions to Colombia 
and Myanmar. We caught him in a rare quiet moment.

What was your toughest journey?
Crossing the Darien Gap in 1972. There were 250 miles 
of swamp and impenetrable jungle. It took 100 days 
and we had 50% casualties of one sort or another. 
The Colombians supporting us had about 10 people 
drowned, or shot by guerrillas. Luckily we didn’t have 
anyone who died, but a lot were seriously ill with 
diseases. The Range Rovers broke down and new ones 
had to be redesigned and parachuted into the jungle 
where we were stuck. The idea was to pilot a track for 
the Pan-American Highway, which we achieved.

What is your proudest achievement?
I look back on Operation Drake and Operation Raleigh 
with a fair degree of pride. We went around the world 
with young people from all walks of life for three-
month spells, and it gave them enormous confidence, 
a sense of endeavour and self-reliance. They met like-
minded people, became interested in the outdoors 
and the world and particularly in conservation. Now 
it’s called Raleigh International and 40,000 young 
people from many countries have been through. 

I went to the alumni conference last weekend and 
they’ve really gone on to achieve things in life. Tim 
Peake was one of ours – I think operation Raleigh 
put him in good stead up there on the space station. 
Another was the director Simon Chinn, who won an 
Oscar in Hollywood. I’ve just come back from Kenya 
where I stayed at a lodge run by a woman who was on 
Raleigh, she’s heavily into conservation and doing a lot 
with elephants – that’s an example of Raleigh people 
who’ve gone on to great things.

What inspired you to become an explorer?
My parents had quite an influence. They lived in  
New Zealand in the 1920s and spent the first five or 
six years of their life together in the bush, working 
with the Maori, riding horses everywhere, starting 
the boy scouts and girl guides, a very outdoor lifestyle. 
I went to Victoria College in Jersey, which was a 
wonderful place for outdoor activities. I learnt to  
dive there, and when I wasn’t diving I was clambering 
on the cliffs. From there I went to Sandhurst and the 
Royal Engineers, who are very much the explorers of 
the army. They spend their life building railways and 
bridges, crossing deserts and making maps, and they 
encouraged officers to be explorers. 

I was a diving officer for them. Most of my early 
expeditions were underwater. In the 1950s, the 
Antiquities Department of Cyprus were keen to 
explore ruins under the sea, so we spent a lot of 
time looking for lost cities. In due course I went back 
to Sandhurst as the adventure training officer. My 
commanding officer said, ‘I want you to get as many 
of our men overseas as you can, for the benefit of 
their character and to the least possible detriment 
of the Empire.’ So I sent cadets to all corners of the 
earth, collecting beetles, doing archaeology, building 
schools… That was a marvellous job.

Things grew and grew, and on one of our 
expeditions I met Haile Selassie, the Emperor of 
Ethiopia. He said, ‘I’d like you to explore my Blue Nile.’  
I knew that the Blue Nile was the last really 
unexplored bit of Africa and a pretty dangerous 
place, so I didn’t commit myself. But eventually a 
letter arrived at the MoD in London, and my boss said, 
‘We’ve had this letter from Haile Selassie the Emperor, 
King of Kings, Chosen Lion of the Tribe of Judah, and  
he wants his Blue Nile explored.’ So that was it: the 
first of my really big expeditions. After that, my boss 
said I’d better set up a charity for this kind of thing:  
so we set up the Scientific Exploration Society in 1969, 
and it’s gone on ever since.

What is your advice for young people starting out?
I always say to young people – you’ve got health and 
vigour and energy, so go out and see the world while 
you’re young. You may not agree with everything you 
see, but see it for yourself. And while you’re there, see 
what you can do to make the world a better place.

John Blashford-Snell turns 80 this year – and he’s still discovering the world 

John Blashford-Snell’s 
autobiography, 
Something Lost 
Behind the Ranges, is 
available through the 
Scientific Exploration 
Society at www.
ses-explore.org. He is 
available for lectures.
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Kangaroo Island Wilderness Tours provides 
a ‘World Class Eco Experience’.

Our local guides (most of whom have lived 
on the island all their lives) will take you on 
a journey of discovery  of one of the world’s 
leading wildlife destinations. They will 
surprise you with their knowledge and do it 
all with a sense of fun and enjoyment.

As a company we are committed to 
providing a highly personalised experience 
while ensuring the preservation of the 
unique Kangaroo Island environment. 
In fact, for every person booked we donate 
to locally based conservation projects. 
We do all of this in comfort and style, using 
only award-winning luxury 4WD vehicles that 
carry a maximum of six passengers. These 
vehicles are changed every two to three 
years, maintaining superior levels of comfort, 
safety and emission controls.

Our fully trained and accredited guides 
are true locals and can give you an insight 
into the people, history and culture as 
well as the nature and wildlife of the 
island. Their knowledge is much more 
than something that can be learnt from 
a book; they have lived it.

Our BBQ and Picnic two course lunches 
are complemented by excellent Kangaroo 
Island wines and make the most of the 
island’s fresh produce. Enjoyed in a 
bushland setting, this is more than lunch;  
it is a food and wine experience.

We can provide both shared and private 
charter tours tailored to all interests and 
depending on where clients wish to stay.

KANGAROO ISLANDKANGAROO ISLANDWILDERNESS TOURS

To book your Kangaroo Island holiday, call a Wexas specialist on

020 7838 5958



Falcon Gold Class
Gulf Air’s premium experience 
begins before you even board 
the aircraft. Our exclusive Falcon 
Gold Lounge, located at London 
Heathrow’s Terminal 4 and in 
Bahrain, provides contemporary 
facilities including a spacious 
seating area with panoramic 
views, delightful cuisine, a Sky 
Nanny to entertain your kids, 
wireless internet access, tvs 
and a choice of refreshments.

Connecting the world 
to the Middle East
Gulf Air offers twice-daily flights 
departing London Heathrow 
Terminal 4 to Bahrain and onward 
connections to 42 destinations 
across 23 countries worldwide.

For more information and to book please call a Wexas Middle East specialist on 020 7838 5894

The luxuries continue on board 
as guests are treated to a 
state-of-the-art fully flat bed. 
Large enough to accommodate 
someone over six feet tall, it 
comes complete with an in-
built massage system, noise 
cancelling headsets and a 15.4” 
screen, featuring the latest 
movies and music on-demand. 
Meals are personally prepared 
by our talented team of Sky 
Chefs while the Sky Nanny 
Service – available across all 
cabins – can once again keep 
younger travellers occupied 
while parents relax.


